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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
-em oown the mil into the junction, tne storekeeper would do the fondling and WASHINGTON LETTER. of the fiscal year, and that if he was
operator pulled his train order signal feel bad because there wasn’t more.
to keep inside the year’s appropria
“You had presence of mind enough
on you. Your heart leaped into your
tion, he would have to slack up on
SHAVING PARLOR,
throat because you knew—well, you to float into the pay car in the wake From Our Regular Correspondent.
Practising Physician,
the construction and lay off a larger
Just felt it in your bones. You went of others. There were nine in the lit
COLLEGEVILLE, FA.
Washington D. C., Aug. 29,1907.— number of bands. This would have
t r a p p e . Fa. Office at his residence, nearly
down the side of the car without tle party, and you knew by experience
Second Door Above Railroad.
opposite Masonic Hall.
knowing how you did i t and sprinted that the average time required to pay There is a good prospect that the been deplorable as the work was
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO for the switch to head ’em in on the nine men was sixty seconds; also that national Capital will become the going forward with a rush, and it
always on hand.
Y. WEBER, M.
passing track and then flew to the Moriarity would have ’em rolling be final resting place of the historic was estimated that at least a year
M
station on winged feet, leaving the fore the last man had scooped his al-'
engineer to hold ’em with the driver lotted coin into his trembling palm. frigate Constitution, in many ways could be saved in the time of con
ENRY BOWER,
Practising Physician,
brakes or let ’em run out a t the lower But in the presence of death or the the most noted vessel of the Ameri struction by keeping all hands at
H
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Honrs : Until »
end, as he chose. And the grumpy paymaster one may live an eternity can navy. It will be recollected work.
The Attorney General
a, m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Fhone No. 17.
Veterinary Surgeon,
old curmudgeon stopped ’em beautiful in sixty seconds. How glad you were that many people had forgotten the thought the law was specific in the
ly, without so much as saying ‘boo,’ th at you had not been rude and rushed old vessel except as a memory till
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
matter of limiting appropriations,
B. HORNING, M.
when on any other occasion he would in ahead of anybody, even the coal
Bell !Phone 23 z.
,
last
year.
She
was
out
of
commis
but the president, who it is well
have unloosed a torrent of vitupera heavers!
“From the lithographs of Caroline sion and laying at anobssure spot in understood, is a good deal of a latiPractising Physician,
tion th at would have set the ties on
fire, and would have followed it up Mlskel Hoyt on the wall to the little the Boston Navy Yard where she tudinarian wTien it comes to getting
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone In office. ■g 8. POLEY,
by heaving a monkey wrench at you hollows in the hard mahogany counter was pointed out to visitors aDd that things done, said to go ahead and
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
worn out by the attrition of the $128,you had been in range.
Contractor and Builder, if “There
behind the counter was the 000,000 in wages the paymaster had was all. She was rapidly falling to do the work and let the lawyers
j H. HAMER, M. D.,
TRAPPE, PA
eld man, looking over the shoulder of plunked down on th at spot since this pieces through old age, and At worry over the appropriations
Prompt and accurate in building construction. the operator, who was spelling out the first pay car ever built had been com torney General Bonaparte who was afterward, as they were paid for
6-23
Homeopathic Physician. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
order without breaking oftener than missioned, you kept on absorbing de then Secretary of the Navy, incon doing. So the work went ahead
COM.BGEVII.LE. P A. °® «e H°ure: Until
tails until your name was called. A
every second word:
10 a. ®l, from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
“ ‘Train No. 7, Conductor Flatwheel, still greater rush of blood to your head sequentially suggested one day with a fresh start, and now Cbairgiven to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.
HAVE YOU
Engineer Poundem, will meet pay car caused you to gulp violently. Mechan that she be towed out to sea and Tawney of the Appropriations Com
special, Conductor Linkenpin, Engi ically you lifted your hand to touch sunk at target practice. fThe effect mittee of the House says that the
A. KRUNEN, M. D.,
H EA M C H E-- neer
the pen as the others had done and of the suggestion was much the law was clear enough about allow
Moriarty, a t Emerson.’
Letters Blur?
“Such an air of nonchalance as Old turned to go.
4 0 9 Cherry Street,
as though he had recom ing the extra expenditure up to the
PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT. Man Flatwheel did assume as he turn “ ‘Here! Come back and get yonr same
NORRISTOWN, PA.
mended
trying the effect of high whole amount appropriated for the
ed away to discuss with the hind man money.’
T e l e p h o n e s , Bell 301-x
Good Glasses at Little Prices.
HOURS, « to 9
169
explosives
on Mount Vernon. construction of the canal. So there
“When
you
cpjne
out
of
your
trance
the
advisability
of
making
a
switch
of
2 to 8
. , ÄKeystone
.
310 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
nly.
7 to 3 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
that through car of com next the en you were standing In the middle of There was a literal howl of protest need be no hitch or even misgiving
("oliegevllle Office ’Phones : Keystone, No. S.
gine, to get It behind the way cars, so the track, your eyes wandering from all over the country, and some of over rushing the work.
Bell, 80-x.
'._____
N. BARNDT,
we wouldn’t be bothered with it at some yellow objects in your hand to
The Navy Depaatment is about to
Lyons In doing our work on those a nimbus of smoke and dust which the naval officers went so far as to
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
a r v e y l . sh o m o ,
heavy grades, and affected to forget was just tipping over the hill to the say that they would resign their experiment with a new submarine
CONTRACTOR FO R A L I. K IN D S OF
that he was getting orders until the accompaniment of the diminuendo commissions before they would ever mine of French construction. The
Attorney-at- Law,
Brick
and
Stone
Masonry,
operator
called him over to sign them. flutter of Moriarity’s exhaust.
train a gun on the old ship. The inventor has an appointment at the
321 SWEDE STREET. NORRISTOWN, PA.
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti He was so slow about his signature
“But now! Oh, well! After you
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar that before the dispatcher’s O. K. was have washed up on a certain day in result was that instead of destroy Department this week, and after he
anteed. H f SPECIAL ATTENTION TO received you looked out of the big bay each month you trudge drearily down ing the old relic, Congress appro has gone over some of the details
Both ’Phones.
JOBBING. ’
8-5window and saw the section gang that to the station all alone, walk In, and priated $100,000 to fix her up and with the mine,experts and the act
was working just beyond the Y throw lolling on the counter affect to look convert her into a floating naval ing Secretary, the device will be
EKBERT U. MOORE,
down their shovels and run down the Indifferent and say, ‘Hello, John!*
j^HAKEES N. BARNDT,
H
museum. The authorities at Boston taken to Newport and given a trial.
And the agent, after going over a
track like a herd of stampeded steers.
Attorney-at- Law,
'‘There, just coming around the column of figures three times, replies, now say that they want the dock This country has always depended
ARCHITECT,
curve, was a glittering vision of brass ‘Hello, Bill!’ and gets up and goes to room the old ship occupies, and as a good deal on submarine mines .
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
806 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
and varnish, half hidden in a nimbus the safe and fumbles over some papers Boston is becoming each year a for coast and harbor defense, and
Bell and Keystone’Phones.
*"**■
Plans and specifications carefully prepared. of smoke and dust. Two short blasts and hands you—
more important naval station,-the the experience of both Russians and
Patronage solicited.
2-7.
on a whistle greeted the gang; the
“A check! No jokes, no infectious
AVNE R. EONGSTRETH,
vision hesitated for a minute, while sprightliness, no uncertainty to put a Constitution is to be moved. She Japanese in the recent war was
the section .men disappeared In the wire edge on anticipation, no fleeting will be brought south, either to such as to emphasize the importance
U
S. G. F1NKB1NER,
Attorney-at-Law,
nimbus and reappeared as suddenly as vision of brass and varnish and opu Washington or Annapolis, and of the mine as a weapon of defense.
And Notary Publio. ::: No. 712 Croaer Buildif they had been shot w it of a gun, and
wreathed in a halo of romance there she will remain, as much The dictum of the Hague Con
IReal Estate and insurance, here came the vision -gliding up to the lence
? lug, 1420Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
to leave a golden taste in your mouth
Long Distance Telephone. House No. M28.
platform, with bell tinging and pop for a day, nothing but a measly old honored, it is to be hoped, as is ference has been against floating
Alsomember of the Montgomery Oennty Bar.
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
valve sputtering ‘sotto voce,’ like a check handed over a commonplace Nelson’s flagship, the Victory, in mines unless they are so construc
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
young lady trying to suppress a ticklish counter by a man who lives next door England.
ted as to become harmless after a
JOSEPH S. K.KAT5S,
cough. - I t was the pay car. At this to you.
It was only about a fortnight ago certain number of hours. It is said
point you lost consciousness.
“Why couldn’t they have left us the
JOHN J. KADCE1FF,
Attorney-at- Law,
that the Connecticut carried off all that the French mine can be used
“Coupled to the -engine w as a wheel pay car?”
100» COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 13th j
the laurels in her class for speed, as a floating mine and can be made
ed palace built on graceful lines in
Painter and Paper Hanger freshly varnished yellow paint which
Letter Carriers and Tuesday.
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
and was being heralded as the to conform to this requirement.
“There’s one good thing about carry crack ship, of the navy and an ex
FIFTH AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE, FA. rivaled the brass-work -on the engine In
Philadelphia.
It will be good news to people in
ing mail,” said an old letter carrier,
Telephones.
A full line of wall paper ¡and paint for sale. brilliance. The plate glass windows
ample of what ship building in the army and those with friends
“and
th
at
is
th
a
t
the
hardest
day
of
were
curtained
with
bright
hued
bro
Your patronage solicited.
cade. Not a speck nor a flaw was to the week is followed by the easiest government yards could really pro there to know that the tour of duty
Q E. EVANS,
be seen. Even the yellow wheels bore day. T hat sort of evens things up. duce. She is a sister to the Louis for the Philippines has been cut
only so much dust as had been gather Monday Is ordinarily the heaviest day iana, which is a privately built down to two years for all branches
Attorney-at- Law,
ed on the day’s run. Through an open of the week, leaving holidays or days ship, and won the building race of the service. When the islands
328 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA- :
window came fragrant odors, while in following holidays out of considera
At-residence, Limerick, every evening.
the background a white jacket, sur tion. The reason is, -of course, that when the two 16,000 ton battleships, were first occupied, the tour of
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.
mounted hy a KlaCk face, vibrated at the great bulk of Sunday mail is not the first of their class in the navy, duty was kept at four years as at
Romance That Hung About lit In intervals.
delivered th at day. Then Tuesday has were laid down. The Louisiana was most army posts. But it was found
fJHOMAS HAEEMAN,
“Ail this time ’Old Man Flatwheel the lightest mail of She week for the ■looked upon as about thp finest that this was too long a tour in a
the Good Old Days.
was heading a Tittle procession bound simple reason th at few letters are
Attorney-at- Law,
toward the rear platform of the pay mailed on Sunday, and many of those ■thing possible in battle ship con tropical climate, and the time was
323 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA. WATCHING FOR THE YELLOW car a t a gait -which he assumed but mailed Monday have not yet reached struction, but the Connecticut ex cut down to two years and a half
once a month. Flatwheel had consci their destination for delivery. By ceeded even her in speed. Now for officers and noncommissioned
Will be at -his -branch office In Odd Fellows’
Building, -Oollrobvillr, P a., every evening
entious -scruples against undue exer Wednesday the mail Is about normal, comes the Washington, another con officers. Then it was cut to two
ftom7 to 10 ; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
tion. He always had the caboose stop and it runs .along practically the same
The
Appearance
of
the
Brightly
Var
1-26.
tract built ship, and wrests the years for officers on staff duty and
nished Gold Colored Palace on ped a t the station -platform so that the rest of the week until Saturday.
laurels from the Connecticut. Thus dow it has been made a flat two
I
t
is
ju
st
a
trifle
heavier
Saturday
be
without
dissipating
his
energies
he
JOHN S. HUNSICKER,
Wheels Always an Event on the
could saunter in to -gas with the agent cause a good many business men try it goes like the contest between years for officers and enlisted men.
Road—The Present Check System.
until the hind man announced th at the to get some of their more important guns and armor, and it is as hard to alike in all branches of the service..
Justice of the Peace,
“-Railroading isn’t any fun any more. work was all done and that we were letters off in time for delivery before
KAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and Sordid -commercial folk in Wall street, ready to go. Then he would get his the week ends!”—Cleveland Plain Deal say now as it ever was, whether
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
the government or the private yards METALS IN THE ATM OSPHERE.
with never an idea in their noggins but orders or a -ekearance and tell the hind er.
tended to* Charges reasonable.
turn out the best work.
man
to
give
’em
the
sign
and
saunter
to invest money and make it pay divi
As Named.
According to a noted scientist the
It seems rather a mockery of fate,
^ R T H U R G. ASH,
dends, have improved all the romance back to the caboose before they got to
The haughty youth had just arrived
total weight of the atmospheric
rolling.
But
to
have
seen
the
anima
but
it
appears
that
the
goverment
out of life on the rails,” writes a cor
at the tiny north Wales railway sta
Justice of the Peace,
respondent of the American Magazine tion with which he swung himself tion, and the porter had fetched from is going to be one of the first dust, about 65 to 75 per cent, is in
aboard the pay ear would have created
Real Estate sad General Business Agent, in commenting on the present system the impression th at he was the only out of the guard’s van a store of lug •customers to help the Standard Oil organic matter. This portion is
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds «f real estate sold of paying off railway employees.
gage, which included many portman
absolutely harmless, but in the 25 to
working railroad man on the division.
on commission. ¡Real estate purchased. Money
teaus,'
a camera, fishing and golf tac Company pay the $29,240,000 fine
loaned.
3-16
“Ah, no! ¡Railroading isn’t w hat it
“At his side stalked Panhandle Dan, kle and—oh, fa r worse than all besides recently imposed on it by Judge 35 per cent, of organic matter are to
used t® be. B ut if those Wan street the engineer, his face .actually wreath
Landis. Bids were opened at the be found germs of almost every
—a particularly ferocious bulldog.
money grubbers had only left ns the ed. in smiles. Panhandle Dan had a
R. FRANK BRANDRETH,
“Aw, portah,”
commanded the Navy Department this week for oil, kind, and particularly in cities is
D
pay car all else could have been for chronic grouch from 12D1 a. m. Jan. 1 haughty one, “just put—aw—my port
this percentage dangeroue to hu
(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman.)
given. Do you remember how in the to 11:59 p. m. Dec. 31, except for manteaus, camera w, etcerteraw, on a there being a total of something manity.
three
minutes
once
a
month.
On
the
over
400,000
gallons
to
bid
for.
good old days the decrepit jokes about
DENTIST,
In the inorganic portion have
way to the pay car he always perked cab, will yaw?”
The porter surveyed the forbidding Most of the private firms which had
w hat was to be done when the pay car ¡up a bit and was even known to crack
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
been
found practically all mineral
came were taken «out of the moth balls a joke with Old Man Flatwheel. After looking bulldog dubiously. ,
held some of the contracts in pre
honest prices.
“Yes, sir,” he said slowly. “Er—Et vious years, stayed out of the bid substances, including the metals
■along about the 10th of the month these two came the hind man talking
and dnsted off and put through incessantly with the fireman. Charles cetera w won’t, bite, will he, sir ?”— ding, and four of the five contracts sodium, calcium, magDesium, alum
H. 8. D. CORNISH,
their paces? How, toward the 15th a always was talking th at way. He had Chums.
D
went to the Standard Oil Company. inum, nickel, cobalt and iron. Iron
feeling of sprightliness gradually an automatic tongue, which never ran
DENTIST,
The independent firms explained appears in much greater quantities
His Good News.
stole over every one from the wipers down. H alf the time he didn’t know
COLIdEGEVILLiE, PA.
“I
have,”said
a
lawyer
as
he
entered
In
the
roundhouse
to
the
lucky
dogs
that the specifications were * too than any other metal, much of that
he was talking. His was what the
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Seasonable.
who had passenger runs? How this doctors would diagnose as a reflex his condemned client’s cell, “good news strict for them • to try to compete, coming from planetary space. The
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
exuberance swelled in volume as an conversation. Frank, the fireman, wa* a t last.”
rushing of meteorites through
“A reprieve?” eagerly exclaimed the and the result was that there were space causes a friction which grad
ticipation became more keen until to Ithe only sober one. He, poor fellow,
only two independents in the bid
h e k r y p t o k “ in v i s i b l e ” ward the 18th everybody went, about was doing sums in arithmetic, trying
prisoner.
BIFOCAL LENS.
“No, not a reprieve, but your uncle ding. They were under bid on ually reduces them to powder con
with a broad grin and nerves all to figure out how on earth $58.60 could
Nothing has stirred the optical world like the a-tangle, the way you feel when the be made to pay all necessary bills for has left you £500, and now yon can four contracts aggregating $1,850,- taining much iron, some of which
advent of Kryptok‘‘Invisible” Bifocals. They orchestra is playing the creepy music a helpless father and mother, a wife meet yonr fate with the satisfying
joins the earth’s atmosphere.
are made without cement. They are perfect . to accompany the villain’s midnight and four kids, besides board bills for a feeling th at the noble efforts of your 000, and only one of them was suc
There are uo other bifocal lenses like them.
assault with intent to kill?
How, man who was obliged to be away from lawyer in your behalf will not go unre cessful on a little $21,000 bid. So
SCIEN CE NOTES.
the Trust gets the most of the busi
warded.”—London Tit-Bits.
still later, everybody drifted down to home half the time.
A. B. PARKER, Optieian,
the depot about four times a day to
ness
as
usual,
and
has
it
at
a
price
“Then
there
was
the
operator
in
The
French
President of the Sen
aio Dekalb st r e e t ,
n o r r ist o w n .
Honest.
ask the station agent if he had heard shirt sleeves and careworn air hoping
that experts say will help along its ate was recently petitioned in the
Boarder (on leaving) — Madam, you
anything about the pay car until he he could get back to his key before
grew as grabbed as a sitting hen? the dispatcher lost his temper; the are one of the most honest persons I dividend account and the fine con shape of a flood of 400,000 post
8. KOONS,
How, about the 22d, the waiter agent, placidly smiling, and the two have ever met. Landlady—1 am glad siderably.
cards.
SOHWENKSVILLE, PA.,
girls at the depot hotel would give coal heavers from the coal shed with to hear you say that, sir. B oarderThere is to be no trouble over the
During last year the amount of
you a saucy wink and bring you an expression of almost human intelli Yes; your honesty is conspicuous on expenditure of the needed money on
Slater and Roofer,
water used in quenching the fires of
And dealer in Slated Slate Flagging, Grey a great, juicy, melting, extra special gence struggling up through number the very front of your establishment. the Panama Canal.
Maj. Geothals London was about 29,000,000 gal
atone, etc. Estimates furnished, work con wedge of pie you didn’t order for des less strata of grime and whiskers. Your sign says, “Boarders taken In!”—
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct
recently
reported
to
the War De lons.
sert, along with the ice cream and nuts After thirty days of humping over a London Telegraph.
partment that the work was being
and raisins and fruit and pudding and scoop shovel in a choking smother of
One of the London underground
TjWWARD DAVID,
shortcake you did order? Those girls dust they were now about to be recom
If we fail to conquer smaller difficul done so much quicker thau had
^
Painter and
knew how to work a fellow for tips pensed with thirty seconds of bliss in ties, what will become of us when as been expected that he was certain railways passes 185 feet below the
surface. This is the record for sub
Paper- Hanger,
about pay day, didn’t they?
which they could fondle real money saulted by greater?—Thomas a Kern
to run out of money before the. end terranean transportation.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 49" Samples of paper
“At la st one day as you were letting with their own hands. After th at the els.
always on hand.
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS

Ü T H E INDEPENDENT
TERMS — 91.00 PER YEAR
:: -IN ADVANCE.
it

Thursday, Sept. 5, ’07.
CHURCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 8 p. m.
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be. pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.

Paced In 2.32.

Sale of Lots ai Trooper H eights,

Saturday afteroon the young pac
ing horse belonging to Harry
Stern, of this borough, went a win
ning heat in a race at Hilborn’s
track, near Royersford, in 2.32, the
best time made at the races.

The Trooper Heights Realty
Company had a successful opening
sale of lots at Trooper Monday.
About 600 people were present.
The Germania Band of Norristown
and the Pottstown Band discoursed
music, and the representatives of
Big Day a t G rangers’ Picnic.
the company did their part. ThirtyThursday was the biggest day at two lots were reported as sold and
the Grangers’ picnic at Williams fifty-one engaged or promised.
Grove, Pa., in the history of
Grange gatherings at that place.
More Coal.
Fully 30,000 persons were in atten
Now and then somebody dis
dance.
covers something that looks like
coal in Montgomery county, The
Price of Milk for Septem ber.
latest discovery of this sbrt is re
The Executive Committee of the ported from the farm of George
Philadelphia Milk Shippers’ Union Delp, in Franconia township. It is
has fixed the wholesale price of not at all probable, for sufficient
milk for September, 1907, at 4 cents geological reasons, that coal in pay
per quart, liquid measure. The ing quantities will ever be found in
Committee announces that the mar this county—Franconia and Areola
ket is dull and.unsatisfactory.
and vicinity included.

Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior C.
E. at 7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, S. T. 1)., pastor. Sunday
School at 8.45 a .m. Preaching every Sunday at From Schw enksville to Collegeville.
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer
A. E. Bortz and family will this
meeting at 2 p . m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meet
week
remove their household affects
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All ure from Schwenksville to the Clamer
most cordially invited to attend the services.

M aine M arker on H istoric Grounds.

On the 17th day of October the
State of Maine will dedicate a
boulder placed in the Valley Forge
Park to mark the spot where her
patriots were encamped.
Soon
there will be a series of markers
for Wayne’s first and second Penn
sylvania lines and Conway’s troops,
to be followed by markers to Weeden, Scott and Muhlenberg, all of
whom had Pennsylvania troops
under their command.

Coughed up a Stone.

,

Daniel Y. Meschter, of Blast
Greenville, was seized with a severe
attqck of cougbiDg last Friday and
almost strangled. Finally a stone
two inches long and almost an inch
thick was expelled from his throat.
He had suffered from throat trouble
for some years, and evidently the
secretions of the glands in the
throat had formed a calculus. Cases
of this kind, while not unknown to
medical annals, are extremely rare.
In Jail for Theft.

■ Thursday night Oliver E. Reed
was arraigned before ’Squire G. W.
Yost, • of this borough, on the
charge of theft. The evidence at
the bearing was that while Lin wood
Yost was asleep at Yost’s livery,
Thursday afternoon, a pocket book
containing $10 was taken from his
pocket. Reed, who was about the
livery during the afternoon, was
suspected. He was invited to go
to Schwenksville and while there
he displayed some money and was
seen to tear up a post card and
and throw away the pieces. The
pieces were gathered up and when
fitted together were identified by
Yost as a card previously in his
possession. At the hearing Reed
asked the ’Squire what would be
done with him if he would plead
guilty and return the money to
Yost. The ’Squire replied that a
settlement of the case was beyond
his jurisdiction.
He committed
Reed to jail in default, of -$300. On
Tuesday the defendant was released
from jail, bail having been secured.

Coming Anniversary of the M asonic
Lodge o f Trappe.

M agistrate A ttracts Special
Attention.

Next Saturday afternoon and
evening, September 7, will be cele
brated with ceremonies appropriate
to the important event the fiftieth
anniversary of the existence of the
Masonic Lodge in the historic vil
lage (now borough) of Trappe.
Prominent members of the fraternity, from Norristown, Philadel
phia, and other places, will be
present. During the exercises in
the afternoon papers, rich in his
torical interest will be read by Dr.
J. Warrene Royer, of Trappe, now
in his eighty-seventh year and the
only living charter member of the
Lodge, and Henry W. Kratz, Esq.,
of Norristown. In the evening an
elaborate banquet will be served at
Ursinus College. Saturday will be
a great day for the Masonic breth
ren.

Magistrate William Edelman, 0f
Pottstown, has set the pace for
other Magistrates in a surprising
and truly legal business fashion.
Last week he paid to the County
Treasurer $25, the sum collected as
fines in cases of summary convic
tion the past three months. This
is in accordance with the act of
June, 1895, which provides that
after the penalties and costs are
provided for, all fines should be
paid into the county treasury. Dur
ing the 12 years the act has been in
force this is the first instance in
Montgomery county of a Magistrate
handing over the fines, as provided
by law.

M eeting of U rsinus College D irectors

Selling of Soap C au ses Some
Agitation.

The last Legislature passed a law
making all persons who sell soap
and other articles from mail order
houses liable to a tax of $10. This
has caused trouble in the homes of
many women in the boroughs of
Spring City and Royersford, as
there are upward of 60 clubs, of ten
each, doing business with such
houses for the premiums they re
ceive. Recently several agents of
firms have been in Spring City endeavering to sell their articles and
obtaining evidence against persons
who are selling without having
paid the tax. The grocerymen will
also take the matter up and a boycott
is threatened. Stirring times are
promised, as some of the women are
in favor of appointing one woman
to do all the purchasing and assess
each member a small amount, pay
the amount required by law, and
defeat the grocerymen’s projet.

At a meeting of the Board of Di
rectors of Ursinus College held
Tuesday, several new members
house, this borough, recently vaca
were elected to the faculty. Rev.
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev. ted by Mr. Levengood and family.
James I. Good, D. D., was chosen
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve Mr. Bortz is the agent at the Rail
professor of the English Bible and
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com road station.
the
history of the Christian Church.
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and welcome.
Henry Fox, Ph. D., was chosen pro
W inner in Voting C ontest.
fessor of biology. Dr. Fox received
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church,
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services in
The Bloomsburg (Pa.) Morning
his education in the University of
the various churches of the charge will be as
Pennsylvania, where he held the
follows: Trappe—Preaching at 2.30 p. m.; Sun Press announces that A. H. Genday School at 1.30 p. m.; prayer meeting at naria, a member of the K. G. E., of
Harrison fellowship in biology. J.
10 a. m. Limerick—Preaching at 7.45 p. m.: that town, received the highest
Whitford Riddle, Jr., was elected
Sunday School at 9 a. m.; C. E. meeting at
C rescent Literary Society Picnic.
number of votes—376,390—cast for
vice-principal of the acadèmy and
7.80 p. m.
the gentlemen nominees in a voting
instructor in languages and history.
The annual picnic of the Crescent
contest conducted by the Press. Literary Society, of Upper Provi
Mr. Riddle is a graduate of the Uni
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m.f 6.05 p. m. Sun Mr. Gennuria is a son of Charles dence, was held on Hunsicker’s
versity of Pennsylvania. The col
days—7.11 a. in., 6.38 p. m. For Allentown:
7.45,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30 Gennaria of Upper Providence.
lege is in a prosperous condition
Island,
Ironbridge,
last
Saturday,
Matrimony.
a. in., 7.39 p. m.
and the new year will open on Sep
and proved to be a very delightful
On Thursday evening, August
social event for all present. The 29, at the home of the bride’s tember 18 with an increased attend
Jacob Wall Did Not Figure in
young ladies supplied many sub parents on Third avenue east, this ance. The members of the board
Home and Abroad.
Collision of Automobiles.
sta
n tia l and delicacies for dinner borough, Miss Miriam, daughter of deplored the publication in Phila
PERSONAL.
The auto of Jacob Wall, of Phoe
and
supper and the young men Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Vanderslice, delphia papers of unwarranted arti
nix
ville,
was
not
involved
in
the
Jacob
H.
Bolton spent Monday
—The corn needs rain
cles misrepresenting the faculty and
collision at Perkiomen Bridge, as furnished the ice cream. Various was united in wedlock to Joseph S.
fishing
at
Barnegat,
N. J. On ac—Some rough weather is predic stated in this and other papers last games were played including a base Livergood, formerly of Upper reflecting discredit on the manage
count
of
the
roughness
of the
ment of the boarding department.
ted for this month,
week. The machine that was run ball game in which the ladies Providence, now of this borough.
water fishing was not good.
figured on both nines and surprised The ceremony was performed in
—But weather prophets miss as into by- another automobile be-i
Morgan R. Root, of Pottstown,
the
young men with their hits, the presence of the near relatives of
Longaker Family Reunion at
longed to E. C. Meyers, of Phoenixmuch as they hit.
Democratic candidate for County
runs,
and
catches.
Ringing Rocks Park.
the contracting parties and a few
ville.
Treasurer, was in town Monday
—Sure enough,
invited guests by Rev. George R.
Last Saturday was a great day afternoon. He is recognized as a
Trinity Reformed Church.
*—Garwood Sunday School’s
Riffert, pastor of the United Evan for the Longaker family in reunion strong and popular candidate in
S uperintendent H oeger Banqueted.
Rev.
Dr.
A.
C.
Whitmer
Acting
gelical churches of Trappe, Limer at Ringing Rocks Park. The atten mauy sections of the couuty.
—Big celebration
On Thursday evening twenty
General Superintendent of Home ick and Zieglersville. Miss Ida dance was large and the social
friends
of
George
Hoeger,
superin
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kratz and
—Will be hel4 in the County
Missions in the Reformed Church in Vanderslice was bridesmaid and features of the event were of the
daughter, of Philadelphia, were
Home grove next Saturday, Septem tendent of the Schuylkill Valley the United States will preach in Mr. Wm. Miller, of Pottstown, was
most pleasing character. An elab the guests of Misses Mary and
Traction Company tendered him a
ber 7.
Trinity
Reformed
church,
this
bor
groomsman.
After
the
ceremony
orate
dinner was served in the Lizzie Kratz over Sunday.
complimentary farewell banquet
—And many people expect to be prior to his sailing for Europe on ough, next Sunday morning at 10 came the good things for the “ inner auditorium. The officers of the
G. Jason Waters Esq., proprietor
Dr. Whitmer for many man,” and then the calithumpians Family Association are:
there to meet other folits.
Judge
Thursday of this week. The de o ’clock.
of the Windsor Hotel, Atlantic yity,
years
has
been
actively
connected
made
enough
noise
to
keep
every
Longaker,
of
Norristown,
Presi
—Labor Day, Monday, Was ob lightful social event took place in
within hearing distance dent; Rufus Longaker, Philadelphia, was the guest of Mrs. A. A. Landis
the dining room of the Wheel Pump with the missionary work of the body
served in part in this vicinity.
ot Meadowcroft, near Perkiomen
church,
and
always
presents
a
fund
awake
for
some time.
vice-President; James M. Landes
hotel, Chestnut Hill.
—There was music and dancing
of information that makes his speak
Treasurer; Miss May Longaker, Bridge, last week. His mother,
Mrs. G, Waters, is spending the
at Perkiomen Bridge hotel, Monday
ing interesting and helpful. All
Frightful
Experience
In
Auto
C
ar
Philadelphia, Secretary.
Among
G as Com pany D irectors Elected.
season
at Meadowcroft—one of the
afternoon and evening, and qhite
are cordially invited to hear him.
th a t Nearly Collided with
the throng in attendance were:
At the annual meeting of the Col
most
attractive
resorts in the
number of guests were served with
a
Trolley
Car.
Andora Benner, of this borough,
Annual Harvest Home service
legeville Acetylene Gas Company,
Valley of the Perkiomen.
dinner and supper.
Last Saturday merchant W.) P. Mrs. H. T. Hunsicker and Sadie
will be held in the Reformed church
held Tuesday afternoon, the follow
Miss Caroline Paiste, daughter of
Fenton, of this borough, exper Hunsicker, of Ironbridge; Mr. and
on Sunday, September 15.
—Oscar Huusberger' of Boyering Directors were elected: G. F.
ienced the fright of his life, and his Mrs. Horace Kohl, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Paiste, of Humtown, has picked his second crop of
Clamer, J. C. Landes,-. W. P. Fen
hairbreadth escape from serious or Elwood Kohl, of Limerick; Mr. and melstown, Pa., formerly of this bor
fine strawberries on his fruit farm.
R eturned from P leasure Trip.
ton, H. L. Saylor, E. S. Moser. The
fatal injury has persuaded him to Mrs. Jacob Funk, Alvin Funk, and ough, is now filling the position of
—In John C. Saylor’s peach or Directors will organize this (Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Moyer
teacher of English and Latin at the
chard, near Pottstown, there is a day) evening. The business done and family, of Ironbridge, Mr. and eschew the exhilaration of automo- Elizabeth Funk, of Yerkes; Mr. and Cape May (N. J.) High School.
biling.
Frederick
Paiste,
formerly
Mrs.
Aaron
Funk,
Annie
Funk,
of
cornstalk bearing eight fine ears.
by the Company since the begin Mrs. Elwood Tyson and family, of of this borough, now of Langborne, Spring City; Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Miss Paiste is a graduate of Ursinus
— Ambition never helped any ning of the operation of the gas Upper Providence, and Jonas Alle- arrived in town Saturday morning Buck waiter Jr., Harvey Buck wai College, class of 1906.
bach and daughters and Misses
plant is encouraging.
man who was short in energy.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob S. Moser and
with his large ’mobile, and, kind- ter, Elizabeth Buckwalter, Cora
Susan
and Sallie Allebach, of
Florida Times-Union.
hearted mortal that he is, invited Buckwalter, Skippack; Mr. and sons, of Conshohocken, were the
Creamery, returned Friday from a
A Clever Beggar.
his former neighbor, Mr. Fenton, to Mrs. Montgomery Longaker, Dr. guests of E. S. Moser and family,
—William Haines, of Dale, shot the
A woman at Beaver Falls, it has pleasure trip through the Cumber go with him in the afternoon on a and Mrs. B. F. Dismant, and Mr. Monday.
biggest groundhog of the season in
land Valley, taking in the great
Edward Fogelsonger and sons of
the Perkiomen region. It weighed just been discovered, has been go Grangers’ picnic at Williams Grove. flying trip to Narberth. The invi andMrs Oliver Evans, of Limerick;
ing
about
regularly
begging
loaves
tation was accepted and away they and Mrs. Addison T. Miller, of Shippensburg, Miss Grace Gill, of
25 pounds.
of bread from residents on one side They had the pleasure of hearing went at 1.30. In descending Provi Trappe.
Harrisburg, and Miss Lillian Bos—The man who has no time for of a street, pleading that she had a Governor Stuart speak to 3000 dence hill, below the Presbyterian
sert, of Norristown, were the guests
an occasional laugh needs a vaca sick husband and starving children people. On their return trip they
church, the machine was cutting Proposed Boulevard from Royersford of Mr. and Mrs. Noaker, Saturday.
tion.—Chicago News.
at home. Then she packed the stopped at Harrisburg and visited the air at a brisk clip when a
to Trappe.
Dr. E. A. Krusen and family re
—D. D. Fisher, an Oley Valley, loaves nicely in a basket and passed the State Capitol and other points trolley car was seen moving toward
moved
from this borough to Norris
A
meeting
of
citizens
of
Royers
Berks county, farmer, housed 1000 along the other side and sold them of interest.
the foot of the hill—and the breaks ford was held last week to consider
town,
Monday.
at fancy prices, saying she was
of potatoes.
of the auto refused to respond to the feasibility of establishing an
Mrs. G reaves Gives Delightful
Miss Amanda Grubb is visiting
the usual lever action. On sped the auto line between that borough and
—Twin sons of Charles H. Ludy, obliged to bake to support a large
relatives in Philadelphia.
Elocutienary Recital.
family.
auto,
nearer
came
the
trolley
ca
r!
near Pottstown, were buried in one
Trappe. After some discussion it
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Lafferty and
Mrs. Jessie Royer Greaves, who Only one thing remained to be done was decided to take up the matter
grave on Thursday.
sons, of Germantown are visiting
Boy Killed by Falling From a W agon. with her husband Mr. Greaves, the to escape collision—ditch the auto,
of constructing a 75 foot boulevard
—Norristown’s new magnesia and
A fatal accident occured at Tel artist, has been summering at and Fred ditched it within a few by the most direct route between Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Hoyer.
asbestos works, which will employ
The first meeting of the Ladies’
ford Thursday morning, resulting Trappe, delighted about 150 per feet of the car. The auto was found the two boroughs, the existing
100 men, are nearing completion.
in the death of little Eddie Martin. sons in Bomberger Memmorial Hall, to be considerably damaged by the thoroughfares being too rough and Aid Society since June will be
—Some miscreant in Pottstown The lad climbed on a passing team, Saturday evening, with her pre severe jolt. After machinists from narrow for automobile service. A held Monday evening, September
cut the throat of 13 pet rabbits be one of Charles Price’s brick teams, sentation of “ Tillie, the Menuo- Norristown made some repairs to committee, appointed at the meeting 16, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
longing to Charles Sims, Harrison unnoticed by the driver. In some nite Maid.” Mrs. Greaves evi the automobile Mr. Paiste and walked from Royersford to Trappe William Stroud.
Wood and George Fox.
manner he fell from the side of the denced a complete mastery of her Mr. Fenton proceeded as far as on Thursday, and located a suitable
Miss May Morrow, of West Phila
subject, so that her elocutionary Norristown, and then decided to re route for the proposed boulevard. delphia is visiting Miss May
—Happiness is the result of be wagon, the rear wheel passing over
reproduction of one of the famous turn to Collegeville. Again at the The materialization of the project Clamer.
ing too everlastingly busy to spare his head crushing the skull. The
characters of a somewhat local in- foot of Providence hill, they were would doubtless be of great advan
boy
was
eight
years
old
last
month.
the time to worry about anything.—
The parents live nearby but the trest in fiction, which included a halted, this time by the water in tage to both Royersford and Trappe,
Florida Times-Union.
Ironbridge Echoes.
father was working at Lansdale at very good interpretation of Penn the jacket of the engine becoming as well as to those residing along
The
clam bake given by Mr.
—The trolley extension from the time of the accident.
sylvania German character, was too hot. While the machine was the new thoroughfare. A boule
Boyertown to Ringing Rocks will
Ogden
was
quite a success.
very much appreciated by all in standing there an approaching vard, 75 feet in width, and properly
be completed in six weeks and put
The Ironbridge Grammar School
attendance at the recital. The per horse took a notion to shie—shied, constructed, would be a great at
in service the latter part of October. Betvare of Ointments for Catarrh that Con manence of Mrs. Greaves’ reputa upset the vehicle and threw out its
traction and the source of much opened on Monday and had a fair
tain Mercury.
occupants.
The
animal
floundered
attendance.
tion
as
an
elocutionist
is
fully
—John J. Guildon, of Port Car
convenience to many people.
As mercury will surely destroy the sense assured.
about
and
finally
fell
and
got
his
Mrs. Gross, of Collegeville, visi
bon, stepped from a freight train of smell aDd completely derange the whole
rear legs into the opening of a con
ted Mrs. John Sherrick on Sunday.
upon which he was employed, in system when entering it through the mucous
A Humane Appeal.
surfaces, such articles should never be used
crete culvert, and then quit shying
Health in the Canal Zone.
Miss Elizabeth Ashenfelter has
front of an express train, and was except on prescriptions from reputable phys
A
humane
citizen of Richmond, Ind., Mr.
and
plunging.
The
horse
was
re
icians, as the damage they will do is ten
The high wages paid make it a mighty
taken charge of her school at
killed at Valley Forge.
U.
D.
Williams,
107
West
Main
street,
says
:
fold to the good you can possibly derive from temptation to our young artisans to join the leased from his positin with diffi “I appeal to all persons with weak lungs to
Walnutport, Pa.
them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured force of skilled workmen needed to contake Dr. King’s New Discovery, the only
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, struot the Panama Canal. Many are re culty, and was found not to be ser remedy
Miss Isabel Ashenfelter spent
that
has
helped
me
and
fully
comes
Lost and Found.
contains no mercury, and is taken internally, strained, however, by the fear of fevers and iously
injured. And now our up to the proprietor’s recommendations.”
Lost, between 9.30 p. m., yesterday and acting directly upon the blood and mucous malaria. It is the knowing ones—those who friends Messrs Paiste and Fenton It saves more lives than all other throat and some time in Danielsville with Miss
of the system. In buying Hall’s have used Electric Bitters, who go there
lung remedies but together. Used as a Lillian Gable.
to-day, a bilious attack, with nausea and surfaces
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. without this fear, well knowing they are have decided ■by a standing vote cough
and cold cure the world over. Cures
sick headache. This loss was occasioned by It is taken internally, and made in Toledo, safe from malarious influence with Electric
The S. L. L. S. will hold its bi
finding at J. W. Culhert’s drug store a box Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials Bitters on hand. Cures blood poison, too; and a unanimous majority that asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping cough,
quinsy, hoarseness, and phthisic, stops weekly meeting next Thursday
there
was
enough
excitement
at
the
of Dr. King’s New Life Fills, the guaran free.
biliousness, weakness and all stomach, liver
of the lungs and builds them
teed cure for biliousness, malaria and jaun
Sold by druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
and kidney troubles. Guaranteed by J. W. foot of Providence hill, Saturday hemorrhages
up. Guaranteed at J. W. Culberi’s drug evening. New officers will be elec
dice. 25c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation, Culbert, druggist. 50c,
afternoon, to do them for a century. store.
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
ted. All are welcome.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
N u m b e r T hirteen.

A woman died in Mercer county
last week, who had considerable ex
perience with the so-called “ un
lucky” number 13. She was born
on September 13, 1825; married
twice, each time on the 13th of the
month; was one of 13 children, and
the 13th to die; had 13 children, 34
grandchildren and 21 great-greatcbildren—the difference between
the last two numbers being 13.
And, to go well with all this story,
her name was Delilah Syling, and
there are 13 letters in it.

E v a n sb u rg a n d

Vicinity.

Mr. and Mrs. James Dawson, of
Philadelphia, spent Sunday with
Dr. and Mrs. M. Y. Weber.
Miss Jeanette Dawson, of Phila
delphia, is visiting Miss Elizabeth
Weber.
Jacob Thomas, of Wayne spent
Sunday at bis parental home.

Jottings From Limerick.
Eighteen persons of this vicinity
enjoyed a straw ride to and from
Sanatoga park Saturday evening.
Joseph Bean was the teamster for
the merry party.
H. W. Graber and family spent
Sunday at East Greenville.
Cows averaged $57 at Jonas
Fisher’s sale, Saturday afternoon.
One cow brought $74.
Supervisor D. B. Linderman is
having crushed stone placed on
Creamery avenue.
E. H. Scheetz and family, of
Philadelphia, are spending a few
days with Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Tyson.
Marguerite, daughter of B. F.
Schlichter is the gu est of Mrs.
Thomas Gallagher, of Philadelphia.
The public Schools of Limerick
opened Monday.
At the Linder
man school over 50 pupils were in
attendance.
A. H. Hoskins and family have
removed from J. L. Thomas’ house
to Reading, and Mr. Rosenberger
and family, of Fagleysville, have
taken possession of the house vaca
ted by the Hoskins family.
S. W. Loucks returned from Cape
May last week and on Monday took
up the duties of principal of the
Ironbridge schools.
John A. Smith, of Philadelphia, is
spending some time with his
mother.
Mrs. Edgar Schmidt of Washing
ton, N. J. is spending this week
with her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Dismant. Miss Gertrude Seltzer,
of Philadelphia, is spending the
week with Alice Bartman.
Miss Mabel Hefner, of Pottstown spent Sunday with Marne
Wise.
Miss Caroline Rambo was the re
cent guest of Miss Edna B. Kline.
Mrs. Kramer is suffering with
dropsy.
Wm. Kline returned to the K. S.
N. School, Monday, to resume his
studies.

dered by Misses Isabel Keyser and
Margaret Force. During the latter
part of the evening ice cream was
served, after which the festivities
came to a close.
Col. A. H. Bowen, superintend
ent of Valley Forge park, ordered
the flags in the park at half mast as
a mark of respect to the memory of
John W. Woodside, President of the
Park Commission, whodiedin Paris,
on Friday.
The Rev. J. G. Francis preached
in the Green Tree church, Sunday.
Amos and Joseph Ellis visited
Valley Forge park, Sunday.
Earl Sand's, of Reading, was in
town on Sunday.
Samuel Bechtel, of Norristown,
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry L. Bechtel, Brower farm, on
Sunday.
Rather a fierce Labor Day, Mon
day. Would pass for blue Monday,
sure enough.
Mr. and Mrs. M. V. Detwiler,
A. J. Brower has an increase in
Mrs. Howard Yocum and Mrs. his family, and it is a daughter.
Ebert and Mrs. Fanny Detwiler at
tended the Longaker family reunion
CO N D EN SED NEWS.
held .at Ringing Rocks, Saturday.

is a feeling of security felt by their
presence here. They remained over
Sunday, returning to the city on
Labor Day.
By the way, Labor Day was labor
day only in name, but a veritable
labor day, for about every one
labored that day.
In an effort to place a hand truck
on the track Horace Frederici, sup
erintendent of the Interlocking
switches of the Pennsy R. R., in
jured his hand badly.
The Montello Brick Works did
not shut down on Labor Day.
Mr. Rowland, Superintendent of
the Montello Brick Works, changed
his residence from Reading toGreen
Tree, occupying the residence of
Mr. Hendershott, who moved to
New Jersey.
The falling of the Cantilever
bridge,1being erected by the Phoe
nix Bridge Company was a serious
loss as well as a calamity.

FOR SALE.
Pigs, all sizes, for sale. Apply to
P IGS
WM. WENTZ,

Lower Providence, Pa.
Near Level School House.
9-5-2t
.
New cream separator,
F
hour capacity. Apply to
o r sa le

F

W

C O

W

CAR-

S

AND ONE CARLOAD OP HOGS AND
LAMBS 1

A. SHARP, Eagleville, Pa.
On Burley farm, Lower Providence. 8-29-8t

&

OR HALE.
Two rustic chairs, rustic flower vase,
and rustic bench, all fine work. Price $30
for the lot. Apply to
8-8-3t.
J. S. JEWELL, Trappe, Pa.

Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR
DAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1907, at Dunn’s
hotel, Gratersford, Pa., one full carload
of fresh and springer cows, and one full
carload of hogs, shoats and pigs and a
few lambs. This stock was selected in
Virginia, where they grow good stock.
Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
J. H. FISHER, agt.

F

OR SALE.

F
good as new.
to

8-8.

F

,

Will be sold cheap. Apply
G. P. CLAMER,
Collegeville, Pa.

SALE OF TWO CAB
LOAON OF
P UBLIC

FRESH COWS!

OR SALE.
Solid rubber-tire buggy. Apply to
JOANNA WEIKEL, Collegeville, Pa.

Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY,
TONE FOR SALE.
SEPTEMBER 9, 1907, a t Beckman’s
Good building stone. Apply to
hotel, Trappe, 2 carloads of fresh cows,
JOHN SHAFFER, Yerkes, Pa- and springers, direct from Ohio. Gentle
men, this is the best lot of cows we have
ever shipped east. They weigh from 1200
pUBLIU SALE OF
to 1400 lbs., are young and straight, good
feeders, and big milk and butter produce».
Old patrons and new ones all specially in
vited to come to this sale. The cows will
Personal Property!
be sold, rain or shine, for the high dollar.
Will be sold on the premises, near Perki- Sale a t 1.30. Conditions by
LIGHT & LUDY.
otnen Bridge, Collegeville, on WEDNES
DAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1907, the follow- W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
gZcTitlug personal property: 1 cow; 40
X_J^chickens, to be sold by the pound;
seven-piece bed-room set, six-piece bed jpUBLIC SALE OF
room set, single bed, bureau and washstand, 2 folding springs, plain spring for
FRESH COWS !
folding bed, 3 mattresses, pillows and
bolsters of home-raised geese feathers,
pillow cases, bolster cases and pillow
shams, sheets, quilts and comforts, pair of
blankets, towels, hair-cloth sofa, 4 caneWill be sold at public sale, on THURS
seated chairs and one rocking chair to DAY,
SEPTEMBER 12, 1907, at Porr’s
match, spring rocker, 3 cane-seated rock hotel, Limerick,
25 fresh cows and spring
ers, porch rocker, 4 mirrors, parlor table, ers and a few nice
stock bulls. The cows
sideboard, drop-leaf cherry table, eight- are young, large, fine
the kind the
foot extension table, dozen wooden chairs, farmers and dairymen stock,
this section can
cbuch, settee, 3 small stands, wood chest, make money on. Thoseinwho
are
looking
corner cupboard, milk cupboard, 30 yards for big baggers and milkers should
of Brussels carpet, 40 yards rag carpet, fail to attend this sale. Sale at 1 p. not
m.
8 yards oil cloth, heating stove, stove Conditions by
pipe and drum attached, No. 7 range, cook
JONAS
FISHER.
stove, 8-day clock, alarm clock, 4 vases, 3
lamps, 3 large pictures, table cover, lap F. Peterman,, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
cover, carriage whip, window shades ana
curtains, 2 butter boxes with ice coolers, T3UBL1C SALE OF
butter scale and weights, butter tub, but
ter churn, 2 wash tubs, clothes wringer,
2 meat tubs, sauer kraut tub, steelyards,
W est Virginia Horses!
lawn mower, sausage grinder, sausage
stuffer, all kinds dishes and glassware,
tablespoons, teaspoons, knives, forks, 2
large butcher knives, 3 flat-irons, milk
pails and pans, large and small crocks,
bread pans, dish pans, pie plates, empty
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
fruit jars, 5 frying pans, tea kettle, 5 SEPTEMBER
1907, at Dunn’s hotel,
boilers, wash boiler, 4 lard cans, 4 jugs, Gratersford, Pa.,9, one
full carload of West
step ladder, watering pot, window screens. Virginia horses, which
will be sold ou
Sale to commence at 1.30 p. m. Condi commission for Mr. Wilkinson
and they
tions by
SOPHIA LANDIS,
come
from
the
same
place
where Walter
Executrix Estate of Reuben Landis, dec’d. Sedwick used to get his horses.
They
L. H. Ingram, auct.
range in age from 3 to 6 years, good sizes
and colors, and there are some very good
ones in tbe lot which consist of draft and
g H E K I F F S SALE OF
general purpose horses. Boys, come and
get in tbe game and don’t forget this sale,
as every horse will be sold to tbe highest
REAL ESTATE!
bidder. Will have horse buyers for fat
horses
The horses can be seen and
By virtue of a writ of Levari Facias handledhere.
days prior to sale. Sale at
issued out of the Court of Common Pleas 1 o’clockthree
p. m. Conditions by
of Montgomery county, to me directed,
J. H. FISHER, Agt.
will be sold at public sale, ou WEDNES
DAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1907, at 2 o’clock
p. m., in Court Room No. 1, at the Court
EED WHEAT FOR »ALE.
House, in the borough of Norristown,
said county, the following described real
150 BUSHELS HARVEST KING.
estate:
150 BUSHELS FULTZ MEDITER
All that certain messuage and lot of
RANEAN.
land situate iu the borough of College
ville, said county, to w it: Beginning on
These
are not novelties un
the northern side of Main street, at a tried, butvarieties
have proven by carelul tests to
corner of land now or late of Margaret be
the most productive in this vicinity.
Zimmerman, thence by the same north
year on good ground, well cultivated,
easterly one hundred and thirty-four feet This
they yielded 40 bushels and over per acre.
to laud of the Perkiomen Railroad Com At the Kentucky Experimental Station
pany, thence by the same southeasterly
Mediterranean has a record of 48
forty-one feet six inches, tbence partly by Fultz’s
per acee. Harvest King wheat
land of L. H. Ingram southwesterly one bushels
has
been
good results everywhere.
hundred and thirty-six feet to said Main At Penna.giving
Experiment Station last year
street, thence along the same northwest Harvest King
lead all other varieties in
erly forty feet to the place of beginning.
$1.10 per bushel. Apply to
The Improvements are a two-story frame yield. Price
D. M. CASSELBERRY,
dwelling house 28 ft. 6 in. by 20 ft.
Lower Providence P. O., Pa.
6 in., witn a one-story frame an->aaai
nex 13 ft. by 5 ft. 10 in., and aj1' 11
two-story frame back building 16l££
TRAYED,
ft. 6 in. by 12 ft. 4 in., 3 rooms on first
A stray cow came to tbe premises of
floor, 4 rooms on second floor, 2 rooms in
the
near Collegeville. Owner
attic; cellar, porch front and back, pump can undersigned,
repossess
the animal by proving prop
on back porch; frame stable 16 ft. 6 in. by erty, and paying
for this advertisement.
12 ft.3 in.; other outbuildings.
WM. FIE, Upper Providence.
Seized and taken in execution as the Bartholomew
Farm.
property of Anna Merkel, administratrix
of William Merkel, deceased, mortgagor
and Anna Merkel widow, and Royersford
TRAYED.
Trust Company guardian of Jennie A.
Strayed from the premises of tbe un
Merkel, minor child of William Merkel,
dersigned
a small dehorned red cow. Suit
dec’d, owners, and to be sold by
able
reward will be paid for information
EDGAR MATTHEWS, Sheriff.
leading to the recovery of the animal. Ad
Down money, $75.00.
E. A. RUTHMAN,
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., August dress,
8-29.
Eagleville, Pa.
30, 1907.

s

Monday, September 2.
Major Vanderslice, Captain FetFrederick Harding, a wealthy manu
terolf, and another comrade, visited
Valley Forge park on Saturday. facturer, of Paterson, N. J., committed
by shooting.
They came over in a four-horse suicide
The Maryland Prohibitionists nomi
wagon loaded with beauty, bright nated
Gisrlel, a Baltimore
and fair, ladies to be sure, from businessWiliiam
man, for governor.
Collegeville: Major Vanderslice
Two attempts .were made to wreck
belonged to the Eighth Penna. Cav Erie passenger trains near Cleveland,
items From Trappe.
alry and helped to save the bacon of O., ties being piled on the track in
the Army of the Potomac at Chan- each instance.
The public school 'of the borough
cellorsville. About the only regi
opened Monday with a large at
Falling down a flight of stairs at
ment of cavalry with Hooker was Bethlehem, Pa., Miss Julia M. Ehrig,
tendance of pupils.
the 8th, the balance was with Stone- aged 71 years, fractured her skull and
man in an effort to gain the rear of died in a short time.
Sooner or later the transgressor
Lee’s
army. A young lad by the
Run down by a train at a grad«
learns that “ the way of the trans
name of Chancellor piloted Stone crossing at West Point, Ga., Farm er F,
gressor is bard.”
wall Jackson’s command around to M. Johnson and his daughter, Mrs. J.
the right flank of Howard's army; a H. Pullen, were killed.
Sunday evening services will be
path known only to the young lad.
Tuesday, September 3.
resumed in the Lutheran church
Howard was in command of .the
Ulrich Struble, aged 59, committed
next Sunday evening at 7.30, with a
Eleventh Corps, composed of many suicide on the street In Philadelphia
special musical service.
German regiments. The corps was by drinking carbolic acid.
commanded by General Seigel until
Misses Ada and Irene Schlichter,
According to the New York depart
General Howard’s assignment to ment of education, 1,250,103 children
of Allentown, and Mr. and Mrs.
the corps. Like a flash of lightning attend public schools in New York
Jacob Mowry, of Royersford, were
from a clear sky Stonewall Jackson state.
entertained by Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
fell upon the Eleventh Corps who,
Former U. S. Judge John J. Jackas Gén. Howard puts it, saw no son, of Parkersburg, W. Va., dropped
Schlichter, Sunday.
semblance of any force of the enemy dead at Atlantic City, N. J., aged 83
There was a large attendance and
in his front, and it was to be sup years.
fair prices ruled at Seanor and
posed he could not see, for this was
Dana Miller, son of the W est Vir
the beginning of the wilderness ginia superintendent of schools, com
Tucker’s sale at Beckman’s hotel,
which was pierced to Mine Run by mitted suicide at Charleston by cut>
Monday.
General Meade and made a fiery ting his th ro at
Mrs. Frank Steinbrigbt and
tract by the Confederates to thwart
Wednesday, September 4.
daughter,
of Norristown, and
General Grant’s advance with
John W. Hall, son of former Gover
fiery trail, a trail of death from nor John W. Hall, of Delaware, died al
Harry Steinbright, of Blue Bell,
Cbancellorsville to Spottsylvania his home at Dover after a long illness
were the guests of Mrs. Annie R.
Miss Laura Landis and Clara and
the North Anna River; Stone
General Pleasant Porter, the noted
Alderfer, Sunday.
Herman, of Philadelphia are visit wall fell on the men of the Eleventh chief of the Creek Indian nation, died
Corps who were in no way ready to at Vinita, I. T., of paralysis, aged 66
B, F. Schlichter has a sunflower ing Emma Keck.
in his garden that measures 14 in
Irwin Y. Krause, son-in-law of A. receive them, not knowing of their years.
coming, and they were driven out
Italians to the number of 130,000
ches in diameter. A big sunflower, A. Fritz, died Sunday at his resi- scattered to the four winds. Out of
emigrated last year to South American
sure. •
pence in Pottstown, in his 56th the woods they came, like the mad ports, as against 287,000 who came to
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin A. Upostead, year. The wife and one son, Paul, rush of a wild, reckless tornado the United States.
Garfield Moore, a negro, died at
of Norristown, visited Mr. and Mrs. survive. Funeral to-day (Thursday) What was to be done to save the
right flank of Hooker’s army from Bridgeton, N. J., from tetanus as a
at
the
Limerick
Centre
church
and
Calvin Umstead, Sunday.
being driven into the Rappahannock result of being hit by a board thrown
Mrs. J. Shellenberger and daugh cemetery. Service at the house river? The pontoons destroyed at him, it is alleged, by Andrew John
any and every means of escape son.
ter Blanche, of Philadelphia, were will be held at 10 a. m.
across the river gone! Oh! for just 20
An excursion train on the Canadian
the guests of Mrs. J. K. Beaver,
minutes until Gen. Berry can get Pacific railroad was derailed whil«
FROM OAKS.
the past week.
his guns in alignment! General running at high speed at Orangeville,
Miss Laura Bertolet and Cora
There were lots of Georges at the Pleasanton rode up to Major Kee Ont„ and six passengers were killed
nan, commanding the 8th Pa. Cav and 250 injured.
Keeler represented, as delegates, hide and seek party held at Yocum’s airy,
and said: Major, you must
on
Friday
evening.
Well,
George
the Lutheran Sunday School at the
charge into that woods. Charge
is
a
standard
name,
but
there
were
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
Sunday School Convention at Nor few Georges mentioned in the Bible, into the woods? Why, it seemed
ridiculous.
The
Major
replied,
it
is
ristown, Monday.
and it was the immortal George
instant death; but a soldier must The Latest Closing Prices In the
Mr.:’and Mrs. Harvey B. Tyson, Washington that established the obey orders. Into the woods went
Principal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR steady;
who spent their vacation with Mr. name and fame of these United the first squadron, aud horses and
States, and as he ^as first in war,
winter extras, new, $3.30@3.50; Penn
Tyson’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. first in peace, and first in the hearts ridqrs went to their death. The sylvania roller, clear, $3.60@3.80; city
Charles Tyson, „returned to their of his countrymen, there cannot second squadron, under Major mills, fancy, $5.30@5.50. RYE FLOUR
per barrel, $4.50. WHEAT firm;
really be any objections to any one Wells, dashed forward; trees and quiet;
home in Norristown, last week.
No. 2 Pennsylvania red, 94@94%c,
calling a son George. The Corners dead horses impeded tber progress. CORN firm; No. 2 yellow, local, 72%@
A. G, Markley, of Zanesville, have a corner in parties, socials, The Rebs chagrined, maddened at 73c. OATS firm; No. 2 white, clipped,
Ohio, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. and other gatherings, and it is only the cavalrymen and their advance 66c. lower grades, 64c. HAY quiet; tim
othy, large bales, $22.50. PORK firm;
necessary to whisper it and if it is impeded by dead and wounded family, per barrel, $20.50. BEEF steady;
M. H. Keeler, Monday*
horses, discharged their muskets, beef hams, per barrel, $23@24. POUL
up
to
Yocum’s
that’s
a
guarantee
Horace Brunner, of New York
there will be lots of fun and a good fixed bayonets and used them as TRY: Live firm; hens, 15@16c.; old
javelins, throwing them with pre roosters, 10c. Dressed steady; choice
City is spending his vacation with time.
cision at horse and rider. But fowls, 15%c.; old roosters, 10@llc.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
firm; extra creamery, 30c.
Well, the - evenings are getting Berry’s guns were in line and BUTTER
firm; selected, 24@26c.; nearby,
Brunner.
longer, and the school days have opened, and that part of the woods EGGS
22c.; southern, 19@20c. POTATOES
Misses Eva Baldwin and Sara come again and the school bell calls in front of Berry’s guns was liter quiet; per basket, 33@35c.; sweet po
North Carolina, per barrel, $3.25
Ruth are spending their vacation to study until the robins come again ally cleaned out of Rebs. It was a tatoes,
and the swallows by their presence terrific, a murderous onslaught. @3.50.
BALTIMORE—WHEAT dull; spot,
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ruth.
prove summer has.come and books Major Keenan and Lieutenant Ar- contract, 93%@93%c.; spot, No. 2 red
western,
• 95%@96c.;
southern, on
and
studies
can
be
dispensed
with
ronsmith, and many others of the
Monday night Mr. and Mrs.
grade, 88@95c. CORN dull; spot, mix
until
the
fall
comes
again.
brave
boys
were
killed
there,
but
Frank Ruth afforded abcomodations
ed, 63%@63%c.; No. 2 white, 65%c.
Camp Brandywine, located on the army of the Potomac was saved. OATS easier; new No. 2 white, 57@
at their home for an automobile
58c.; No. 3 white, heavy, 55@60c. BUT
It
was
here
we
first
heard
the
ex
party of seven persons from Read Brower’s meadow between the pression, “ Me fight midt Siegel, TER creamery, fancy, 26@26%e.;
canal and river, was and is no more,
and Pennsylvania rolls, 17%
ing. The party had traveled from as the boys broke camp Friday eve but me run midt Howardt. ” It was Maryland
@18c. EGGS firm; Maryland, Pennsyl
well
there
were
some
who
stood
to
vania and nearby firsts, 21c.; western
Reading to Philadelphia, intending ning and lit out for their homes.
21c.; West Virginia firsts, 20c.;
to go to Atlantic City, but no less The majority of them were from their guns. The charge of the six firsts,
hundred, lauded to the skies and southern firsts, 18@19c.; guinea eggs,
Chadd’s
Ford,
C.
C.
Sanderson
10@llc.
________
than eleven breakdowns on the way
the number.
Several of no one knew who gave command,
discouraged them, and they were among
but
this
charge
lives
only
in
the
Live Stock Markets.
them visited the skating rink in
returning home from Philadelphia Pbcenixville and one of them, memory of those who are alone
NEW YORK — BEEEVES firm.
steady; grassers and butter
Monday night when, another break Barney by name, fell and fractured familiar with the circumstances. VEALS
No poet can tell of the glorious milks slow. Veals, $6@9.25; few, $9.50;
down, about 11 o ’clock, made it his arm.
“throwouts,”
$4.50@5.50; grassers, $3@
charge of the gallant 8th Cavalry at 3.75; Maryland
calves, $6.35. SHEEP
necessary for them to halt for the
Ironbridge Castle, No. 104, K. G. Cbancellorsville.
AND LAMBS—Sheep steady;, lambs
E.,
will
have
an
excursion
to
Mauch
slow but steady. Sheep, $3.50@
night with Mr. and Mrs. Ruth. v
The other afternooo and evening rather
5.50; culls, $1.25@3; Iambs, $6@8; one
Chunk, Glen Onoko, and other
an
enjoyable
picnic
and
lawn
party
car,
$8.12%;
culls, $5@5.50. HOGS—
Elizabeth Kelter, a lifelong resi places of interest, Saturday, Sep
Full steady. Heavy to light state hogs,
dent of this vicinity, died on Wed tember 14. The round trip is but was held by the residents of Geis- $6.85®71ft
_______
burg on the lawn of J. I. Keyser’s
nesday of last week at the age of $1.50; a cheap fare all around.
home. The party was composed of
or rent.
86 years. Miss Kelter had been in „ Reuben Ellis, of Philadelphia, is fifty-two persons, including friends
A brick bouse, with modern improve
visiting
Mrs.
Ellis
and
family.
from
Philadelphia,
Reading,
Norrisdeclining health for some. time.
ments, in Collegeville. Apply to
«-29.
G. W. ZIMMERMAN.
Joseph Ellis returned to his towD, Mont .Clare, Fleetwood, and
On account of the attention she re
Oaks. A game of base ball in the
school
at
Williamson,
Tuesday.
quired it was necessary some
afternoon between the Geisburg
ANTED.
The public schools at Green Tree team and a picked nine of the vis
weeks ago to remove her to the hos
Girl wanted for general house work,
began
the
fall
term
Monday,
with
a
one
willing
to go to Florida iu winter;
itors resulted in a Victory for the
pital at the County Home, where
two in family.
W. W. DILL,
new corps of teachers: Miss Longshe received treatment and care, at streth of Trappe and Miss Thomp former by the score of 12 to 3. The
427 Marshall St., Norristown, Pa.
excellent
pitching
of
Wilmer
Keyser
her own expense, until* she died son of Phoenixville.
of the~Geisburg battery contributed
The funeral was held from her resi
A battalion of the Boys Brigade largely . to their opponents defeat.
C H E A P FARM.
dence, Sunday afternoon. Services of Philadelphia marched into town The sensational' fielding of Frank
and Interment at the Lutheran Saturday afternoon and went into Mintzer was a feature of the game.
3K miles from station, IK miles from
church and cemetery, Trappe; un camp in Charles Brower’s barn, The long tables placed on the lawn trolley, 40 acres, 8-room stone house,
fairly groaned under their weight
dertaker F. W. Shalkop in charge. and will take their rations at Mr. of good things, to which every lawn, shade, fruits, meadow, good out
Bechtel’s, who lives on the place.
The battalion is under command of one did ample justice. In the even buildings. Price $2000. Cash $1000, bal
cards and various other games ance mortgage at 4 percent. :
Injured on the elbow by falling Major Stanley Brower, son of Abra ing
ham Brower of Philadelphia, and were indulged in under a canopy of
=
■ ■■—
i
against a Western train seat, John therefore a nephew of John U. and Chinese lanterns with which the
GO TW ALS & BEYER,
lawn
was
gaudily
decorated.
Sev
McNurney, of Reading, has died of Charles Brower.
The battalion
NORRI8TOWN, PA.
comes up here every year and there eral selections were acceptably ren- 56 E. Main St.
blood poisoning at Chicago.

Misses Isabel and Imogene Ballentine left on Monday for West
Chester State Normal School where
they will take up a teacher’s course
of study.

160 qts. per

SALE OF ONE
LOAD OF
P UBLIC

^

s

S

S

R

eport

.
The annual meeting of the stock
N
holders of the Collegeville Gas Company
o t ic e

O P T H E C O N D IT IO N O P T H E C O L L E G E 
V I L L E N A T IO N A L B A N K , A T C O L L E G E V IL L E , I N
T H E 8 T A T E O P P E N N S Y L V A N IA , A T T H E C LO SE
O P B U S IN E S S , A U G U S T 2 2 , 1 9 0 7 .

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts...-........................ $49,833 24
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured—
10 55
XJ. S. Bonds to secure circulation........ 25,000 00
Premiums on U . S . Bonds .................. 1,093 75
Bonds, securities, e tc ......................... 44,879 63
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures 8,461 54
Due from National Banks (not reserve
agents)..............
520 24
Due from approved reserve agents...... 18,239 26
Checks and other cash items..............
9 00
Notes of other National B anks........... 240 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.............
66 57
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
Specie............................... $8.857 75
Legal-tender, notes............ 800 00— 6,657 75
Redemption fund with XJ. S. Treasurer
(6 per cent, of circulation).............. 1,250 00
r T otal................................................$166.261 62
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in ............................$26,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid..... .................................. 847 69
National Bank notes outstanding........ 26,000 00
Due to other National*Banks.............. 1,333 10
Dae to Trust Companies and savings
Banks .................. . ........................ 962 86
Individual deposits subject to check... 61,331 01
Savings Deposits.................................. 41,763 87
Cashier’s cheoks outstanding ............
33 00
T o tal................................................ $156,261 62
State of Pennsylvania, County I
of Montgomery,
5 ■’
I, W. D. Kenninger, Cashier . of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
_
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.

will be held in the hall of the Collegeville
Fire Company, September 3, 1907, between
the hours of 2 and 3 o’clock, p. m., for the
purpose of electing a board of directors
For the ensuing year, and such other busi
ness as may come before tbe meeting.
W. P. FENTON, Secretary.
8-8.
YOU WANT TO BUY
OR NELL REAL ESTATE
W HEN
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you the
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.

.
8 acre farm, $1000; 55 acres along
F
pike and trolley, $5000; 20 acres, $2100; 2
o r sa l e

acres, first-class residence, easy terms,
$3000; 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500; 91
acres, 2 houses, large barn, $3200; 80 acres,
$5600; 54 acres, $3500; 28 acres, elegant 14room mansion, bath, hot and cold water,
heat, fine situation, $7500.
THOS. B. WILSON,
8-15.
Eagleville. Pa.

N

o t ic e to t a x p a y e r s .

County Taxes.

In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts thereto,
the Treasurer of Montgomery County will meet
the taxpayers of said county at tbe following
named places and time for the purpose of re
ceiving the County, State and Dog Taxes for
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 28th the year 1907, assessed in their respective dis
tricts, viz:
day of August, 1907.
_
Taxes will be received at the County Treas
JOSEPH C. LANDES, Notary Public.
urer’s Office, Norristown, from June 1 to Sep
My commission expires January 28,1911.
tember 16, from 8.30 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to
8 p.m .
,
Correct—Attest :
Correspondence to receive attention must be
A. D. FETTEROLF,
accompamied with postage for reply and in all
E. S. MOSER,
cases location of property, whether in Township
J. D. FRANTZ,
or Borough, must be definitely given.
Directors.
Inquiries relative to taxes received after Sep
tember 10 will not be answered.
Commenced business February 14. 1907.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before September 16, 1907, will be given into the
hands
of a collector, when 6 per cent, will be
ANTED.
per Act of Assembly.
Blacksmith wanted; steady em added for collection as
HENRY B. FREED,
ployment. Address
Treasurer of Montgomery County, Fa.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Pa.,
BUCKWALTER STOVE CO.,
April t, 1907.
9-5-2t.
Royersford, Pa.

W

«SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
oiciously.
“No, indeed!” A man of more ex
perience in reading the female expres
sion would have detected too great a
show of innocence In her eyes. “I
never referred to your looks at all—In
fact, I don’t know that I should call
By TROY ALLISON.
you exactly good looking, just strong
and muscular looking.”
Copyright, 1907, by E. C. Parcella.
This time the flush on his face had
a tinge of gratification in it.
Jarvis selected a comfortable looking
“That’s all the looks a man has any
rock, lit bis pipe and leaned against business caring for,” he agreed and
the chestnut tree.
felt a sneaking desire to tell her that
“This Is the loneliest spot in the he had been the star man on the foot
neighborhood,” he said, after a medita ball team at college and that there
tive puff. “It’s my favorite place to was not a man at the club now who
come alone and think.”
could bruise him with a boxing glove.
The woman raised her eyebrows
“You see, we are all more or less
quizzically.
alike—men and women.” She contem
“So sorry If I disturb you,” tran plated him from the comer of her eye,
quilly, “but an old bachelor never “Now, I have a special weakness for
knows when he Is favored by the gods., being told th at my hair has a tinge of
I t’s useless to cater to his pessimism. red in it, and you like to be called
A woman more or less doesn’t In —strong.” She again gave a little gur
crease his misery to any great extent. gle of merriment.
I t was too fa r for me to come alone,
“You ought, to have been named De
you see.”
lilah,” he said in disgust; “there was
“Oh, I don’t mind you! Don’t take it the very essence of treachery In the
to heart.” He fitted his back more way you rounded me up then.”
comfortably to the tree trunk and
She climbed up the rocks to reach a
fixed his eyes llpon the blue ridge of limb th at hung heavy with huge burs.
mountains th a t circled around the val She broke them off gingerly, throwing
ley beneath them. “I get on well them one by one at his feet.
enough with women—If they leave me
“They remind me of old bachelors,”
out of the pink tea business and don ’1 she said, holding a large prickly one be
expect raptures. I’ve passed the rap tween her thumb and forefinger, "but
turous age.”
with a little experience a woman of
She had put some chestnut burs on intelligence can manage them fairly
the rock In front of her and was well and avoid the prickles. I don’t
pounding them with a small stone. suppose, if I hadn’t been a widow,
She left off long enough to look him with a certain amount of knowledge
over reflectively.
of the characteristics of man, that I
“One might reasonably wonder If would ever have got you sufficiently
you ever had been young enough to tame to have been allowed to take
rhapsodize—it’s hard to associate you these woodland strolls with you.”
w ith the Idea.” She put a plump
There was a glimmer of admiration
chestnut between her teeth and In his eyes as she stood on the gray,
crushed It with obvious pleasure. “It moss covered rock, her slim figure
would really be worth one’s while to reaching up to the deep green of the
spend some effort trying to make you chestnut bough. She gathered the last
rhapsodize. I’ll adm it th at I also have bur within her reach and threw It a t
partially outgrown that stage—most him energetically.
women of thirty
h av e-b u t it
“That is for you to keep as a souve
would be rather amusing to my blase nir,” she commenced, but her voice
mind to see you struggling through a broke In a gasp of alarm as she lost
proposal.”
her footing on the mossy rock and fell
His month In the mountains had giv on the ledge below,
en him a good coat of tan, but she saw
Jarvis, his face anxious and white,
a swarthy flush rise to his face.
lifted her gently, and her head fell on
“You are all alike,” he grumbled, “al his shoulder.
ways wanting compliments and want
He gazed helplessly until the stillness
ing a man to act the fool generally. of the woods grew oppressive.
“My dear; oh, my dear,” he said anx
iously, putting his cheek against hers,
“if you would only open your eyes—
your beautiful eyes.”
The corners of her mouth betrayed
her to an involuntary smile. She gave
him one look, then put her head back
on his shoulder.
I’m not hurt—much.” There was a
mixture of emotions in the mirth of
her voice. “But I do so love to hear you
say that, and I told you that neither a
bur nor a bachelor was hard to man
age—rif one knew how.”

HATS

BUR AND
BACHELOR

«HU GATHERED THE HAST BUB WITHIN
HER BEACH.

Coming to His Title.
Titles have rarely been conferred up
on native Americans by European sov
ereigns, but several have succeeded
to titles by Inheritance. One of these
was Sir John Davie, the first town
clerk of Groton, Conn., who was grad
uated a t Harvard in 1681. The story
of his reception of the news of his
succession to a baronetcy Is told In the
pages of “In Old Connecticut.”
One day Davie was hoeing com on
the plains In company with John Pack
er, a neighbor, both men In homespun
and barefooted, with their sleeves roll
ed up to their elbows and their trousers
up to their knees, when a stranger
clad In the latest London fashion ap
peared and asked the official if he were
John Davie.
“Yes,” was the reply.
“Then I salute you, Sir John Davie
of Creedy Park, Devon,” said the vis
itor.
Tradition says that the new baronet
finished his row—he was hoeing on a
wager with his fellow worker—then he
accompanied his visitor to the brown
homestead, treated him to cake and
wine and learned the whole story—
how his uncle, Sir John Davie, Bart.,
had died without male issue, leaving
his nephew sole heir.
In a short time the Poquonock farm
er exchanged the brown farmhouse for
an English estate. He never forgot
his native land, however, and always
retained his interest In Groton. He
aided the settlers to build their new
church and when it was finished pre
sented It with a silver communion set.
He also made gifts to his relatives and
was one of the early benefactors of
Yale college.

I ’ve only known you a month and was
fool enough to think I had found a wo
man who didn’t care for them.”
“There is no such woman In exist
ence, dear man.” She pounded open
another bur energetically. “You need
not ever let one fool you In that
way. Now, as for me, I have kept you
thinking me sensible for a whole
month. I let you talk about the isthmi
an conditions and the trust problems—,
I even flatter myself that I conversed
Intelligently enough upon the subject
to hold your attention—but as for com
pliments, I ju st love ’em!”
Jarvis turned his gaze from the
mountain back to her animated face.
“I should have thought you would
have grown tired of them long ago,”
he said in unconscious tribute.
“That does very well, coming from
a woman hating bachelor, but It might
be improved upon. For instance, the
‘long ago’ sounds a bit doubtful.”
Hunting In Bygone Days.
“There the woman speaks again,” he
W hat long apprenticeship the would
grumbled. “She can’t bear the idea of be huhtsmen had to serve in bygone
any one’s even approximating her age. days! Gaston de Folx considered a be
Now, I know you have been a widow ginning should be made when the child
seven years, yet you would probably had reached the age of seven, when It
be pleased if I refused to believe you should be placed In the kennels. King
were a day over eighteen.”
Charles says th at to become a perfect
She gave a little irrepressible gurgle huntsman the young gentilhomme who
of amusement.
is intended for the post of veneur
“We don’t marry quite so young In should be taken at the age of twelve.
our p art of the country; but, even so, He must be healthy a n d , well built:
It’s better than reaching the forlorn he must have good sense and especial
state you have achieved.”
ly a quick and prompt Judgment. One
" It Is rather an achievement,” he of the principal things required Is that
said complacently, “when all one’s he should be painstaking. Alas, 150
relatives and friends seem afflicted years later we have D’Yauville telling
with a mania for matchmaking.”
us th at a man needs two years’ tuition
“Then you should not be so—fascinat to qualify as a huntsman! It was not
ing,” she said, with Impudent sarcasm. only the paid gentlemen of the hunt
H e sat erect, bracing both hands on ing establishments, however, who be
the ground beside him.
came real connoisseurs, for their royal
“So what?” he shouted in a mirth masters took such personal Interest In
th at set the rocks echoing.
everything connected with the chase
She beat open another .bur non th a t most of them knew all their
chalantly.
hounds by name and on the eve of a
“Oh, well, you are rather good look day’s hunting would name each hound
ing, you know. If your manners were that was to be taken out. They also
a little better you might be—er—a tiny prided themselves on being able to
bit fascinating. I am not speaking faire le bols themselves—that Is, go
about your achievements,” hastily, out with their lymers In the morning
“merely your potentialities.”
and quest for and harbor the stag.—
“Say. are you trying the compliment Pall Mall Gazette.

Trimmed Free
of Charge

Lit Brothers

market
f il b e r t

EIGHTH
SEVENTH

Philadelphia

WE DELIVER ALL HOODS FREE BY OUR WAGON SERVICE TO

Collegeville, Royersford, Spring City and Phoenixville on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
e
STORE CLOSES DAILY AT 5 P. M. SATURDAYS AT 1 P. M.
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Men’s Two and Three Piece Suits $5
Actual $10 to $15 Values.

1

Less than half price and even but a third of
the real value. The two-piece suits are in wor
steds, cassimeres & homespun.
Up-to-date,
long cut coats with broad, well shaped shoulders
& wide lapels. New single and double breasted
styles.^

Every Suit a $10, $12 or $15 Value
Coats are half lined with serge or mohair, some are
hand tailored. Trousers are cut full, with cuff bot
toms & belt loops. Sizes 34 to 42—stouts up to 46
Worth from $10 to $15, a t................

$5
The undersigned will furnish and erect
IDÉAL BOILERS and guarantee satis
faction. Will algo' furnish and erect the
IFREED BOILERS — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
I of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

Men’s $2.50 & $3 Trousers at $1.25
Neat stripes & mixed effects in dark shadw
of worsted, cheviot & cassimere. Cut full A
perfect fitting; well tailored. Sizes up to 40
waist measure. Regular price $2.50 A $3, now

$

1.25

Boys’ Fine School Suits at $2.85
Neat worsted & cassimeres in checks, stripes ft
mixtures In the new grays. Double breasted
styles with manly cut coate, broad, well shaped
shoulders with wide lapels & cut long. Trouser«
have taped seams, patent waist
bands ft suspender buttons on
the larger sizes. Sizes 8 to 16
years. Worth to $6.00; now

4-4.

$2 .8 5

AN EXTRA SPECIAL!
Women’s cotton ribbed vests with low necks, no sleeves- wide
lace yokes. Others are plain, with taped necks ft arm
holes. Regular price 19c, now marked a t..........
»2& C

Women’s Imported 75c Hosiery at 5 'O C

A generously good value in women’s
imported lisle thread stockings, Includ
ing plain gauze finished, all-over lace Women’s 25c
or lace boot effects; also plain gauze
Vests, 18c
& lace boots with pretty hand em
Lisle thread & cotton ribbed
broidered insteps.
Regular r A _
price 75c, now............................ Ov/C vests with low necks, no sleeves;
crocheted and lace yokes in 'sev
CHILDREN’S COTTON STOCKINGS eral pretty patterns. All first qual
Fine one-and-one ribbed; double ity. Regular price 25c, now j o
knees, heels & toes. Come in black, m arked................................... I O C
white & assorted shades of tan. Reg
Three for 50c.
ular price per pair 18c; f O f /
now m arked........................1 ^ / 2 v
First Floor, South.

V
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Women’s
Ribbed Vests

for the particular buyer is the reliable
kind. We invite you to inspect our
stock, feeling confident that our values
will please you.
The latest styles and most artistic
designs in fashionable Jewelry present
a charming display which is worth
your while to see.
Beautiful diamonds, watches and
clocks, rare gems, at attractive prices,
afford you a rare opportunity for wise
selections.

Vests & corset covers with high
necks, long or short sleeves. Knee
length pants, close fitting at knees.
Regular price 35o, marked
at only.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

25c

F irst Floor, South.

J. D. SALLADEi

'

■

Jeweler and Optician,
\
16 E. Main 8$.
Norristown. Pa.

Q E O . A. WENKICK,

----- USE CULBERT’S _
_
_

— DEALER IN —

Stoves, Ranges,

DIARRHCEA M IX T U R E

Hot A ir Furnaces,

Win cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. :

c o l l e g e v il l e ; p a

.

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
Tin Roofing and Spouting Done

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

witk Best Quality Material.

C U L B E R T ’S D R U G 'S T O R E ,
FALL STYLES in FOOTWEAR

PAY YOU

SABELOSm SHOE STORES,

(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker •>* Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA .

( t a r e Your Horses« £

60 YEAR8*

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
\

t=& Will meet trains at all Stations. Or*
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-8
jyVRN. M. E. VANDERSLICE’S

E A T IN G H O U S E ,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office
Collegeville, Pa.
Mealf to order; eatables furnished at all
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms oash.
Patronage solicited.

Patents
T rade M arks
D esig n s
C opyrights & c .
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
myention is probably patentable. Commnnica!
tions stricriy confidential. Handbook on Patenta
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn ¿ L a recelve
special notice, without charge, in the
elTe

Scientific American.

Ahandsomely illustrated weekly. Lanrest olr.
eulation of any scientific journal. Terms iw «
rear; fourmonths. $L Both bfali u S l m

MUNN
& Co.36,Br°adwa». New York
Branch Office, 6S6 F St* Washington, D. C.

Insures Against Fire and Sturm,
INSURANCE IN FORCÉ, $10,000,000.
Office of* (lie Company z
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A. D. FBTTEROLF, Secretary .
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
day of each week ; also every evening.

it
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It
It
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I YOU WILL

It

MAKE NO
MISTAKE I

making your purchases at
FENTON’S 8TORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
w# to buy, and how to sell the thoui f sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

It

| |
£4
M

¿¡fa.
&jj£

§jt. In DRY GOODS, GROCER-

^
^

CHAS. A. SABELOSKY,
against loss by death from disease or acci
dent in the L O W E R P RO V I D E N CE
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET,
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss 10-11.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
»EKKIOMEN VALLEY
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
o f Montgomery County.
A p p r a is e r s :
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
H. H. ROBISON, Collegeville.
Incorporated May 18, 1871.
W. E. BEAN, Trooper.
E X P F R IF N rP
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f When in Norristown—It
---- IT WILL —
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FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN. The large
assortment of superior quality of Fall Style Shoes for
all classes, wbicb we are now showing, surpasses all
---- TO VISIT----our previous efforts.
MEN’S SHOES, $1.50 to $4.50,
I
ALL
I LEATHER.
WOMEN’S SHOES, $1.25 to $3.50.
*6 AND 138 W. MAIN ST.,
Remember we always keep a line for country wear w£ere you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
strong and durable.
SHQES for Men, Women and Children
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE
N o r r is t o w n , P a .
H. L. NYCE.
PRICES.
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.

w. shalkop ,

#
*

Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove
Castings and Fire Bricks Supplied. Jobbing
promptly attended to.
4.4.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .

frank

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

The Only
[Kind of
|Jew elry

B R O T H E R S = P H IL A D E L P H IA

....

J. H. BOLTON,

IBS, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED | |
GOODS, or in. any department of j f
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price.
^
Ready-made

Pantaloons and

It Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s

Ml Boots and Shoes are among the A#
Tlf' specialties.

■5m

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

j#

jj*jt

Gents’ Furnishing Gsods in -jw
variety.
2a

1 W. P. FEÏT0K, 1
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

ft
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Dead Animals Removed
F R E E O F CHARGE.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
$1.50 for Dead Cows.
Both ’Phones—United, 629; Bell, 11-L.

G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE» PA.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.

SPRING

io o I

A Very Important Matter
for FARMERS to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING done and
wbere to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
18ugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc. at the Lowest Cash Prices.
Tou will find it at

$8 TO

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.
Respectfully,

F J. CLAMER.

EMIL KLAUS FELDER, Manager.
OO

“It’s Ju st Like This!

In Spite of
His Grace.

$525.

By GRACE HENDRICK.

The clothes here boast
the distinction of having
been designed and tail
ored by creators of fash
ions in clothes.

MADE IN N EW YORK.

They’re made in New
York, where all styles
are born, to order and fit
and look as though the
wearer had been meas
ured for them.
“ It’s Just Like This!”
:
$8 to $25
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating Suits,
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under Fancy Vests, : $1 to $5
When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

t

¡proper conditions they last for generations.

“ It’s Just Like T h is!”

Spring Hats !

We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
¡Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Our ambition grows
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with gooc
w
ith
every year. Our
(material and workmanship.

hats are always good.
Now they are better than
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, sene ever.
“ It’s Just Like This!”

¡us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we pu
nou to any avoidable inconvenience.

Stiff Hats,

$1 to $5

GEO. F. CLAMER,

Soft Hats,

50c. to $5

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA,

I-I2.

Copyright, 1907, by Homer Sprague.
“The special car for New York?” de
manded Margaret.
“Track 12,” came the response.
“Huriy up! They’re just closing the
gates.”
With a little shriek of excitement
Margaret dashed down the concourse
and slipped through the gate just in
time. She paused uncertainly, looking
for the private car. A brakeman dart
ed forward, half pushed her upon the
rear platform and the train began to
move. There was a clamor at the
gate, evidently from the people who
had missed the train, and Margaret
smiled contentedly as she realized by
how narrow a margin she had caught
the train herself.
The friendly brakeman looked puz
zled when she spoke of a special car,
but at last a light dawned upon his
face.
“That was to be attached to the
Washington express,” he explained.
“The train is twenty minutes late.”
“And I’m on the wrong train,” she
cried.
“It's all right if you want to go to
New York. We’ll get there about the
time they do.”
“Then I may as well stay on.” Mar
garet moved forward to the Pullmans
still attended by the brakeman. She
had just entered the first of the parlor
cars when she felt a tug at her sleeve.
“Jimmy,” she cried In astonishment.
“What are you doing here?”
“Bearing defeat back to New York,”
he explained. “I got the license, and
tried to get word to you, but it seems
that your father took the precaution
to put a couple of private detectives on
guard. One of them had me arrested
for disturbing the peace when I tried

-N E C K W E A R -

HOLD ON THERE!
j Ue careful not to place your orders for
Buildingor other Lumber until we have had
&ckance to estimate on your wants. We
Mrecertain to give you entire satisfaction as
Jss to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
fWe maysave you a dollar or two. also.
Come and see us.

I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
mile South of Perklomen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and in
vite new ones to give me a trial.
All work guaranteed.
Carriages and Business
Wagons Bnilt to Order
at Right Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
R. H. GRATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

50 CENTS.

The distinctive styles
that mark them entirely
new and “ sm art” are
here. They are also ex
clusive b e c a u s e t h e
maker of onr neckwear
controls the design and
they
cannot be had else
m
where.

YOST’S LIVERY R. M. ROOT,
221 Higb Street,

RAILROAD HOUSE

P O T T S T O W N . PA .

¡W.H.GRtSTOCK'S SONS COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

As Executor,
Administrator,
Trustee,
Guardian,
and Agent, the

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Good teams Tarnished promptly
at reasonable priées.

IB S ENTERPRISE

i MARBLE Xfr

Antomobiles to Hire.

¡G rranite Y V o r k s .

“ JIM M Y,” SH E CRIED IN ASTONISHMENT.
“ WHAT ARE YOU DOING H EB E ?”

lorristown Trust Co.

Automobiles Repaired has large experience. On July 1st it
showed the following in its
and Repainted.

—AND—

H E N R Y Y O S T , JR.
Both ’Phones.

TRUST DEPARTMENT.
Invested Trust Fnnds,...... $1,356,195 60
Uninvested Trust Funds..
163 74
Incomes and Amounts held
for distribution..............
67,630 19
$1,423,989 53

BRANDT, « Proprietor.

Notice the uninvested trust funds.

Walnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa. ■

UST-OLASS WORK. LOW'PRICES.

When in Norristown, Pa..

DeKalb and Main Sts,

STOP AT THE

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- 0O0----

KSf"* First-class Accommodations for Man

HORACE STORE

Marble

and Beast-

—AND—

stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

Granite
W orks,

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

ft# 149 H ig h S t.

(the b e s t h a r n e s s
Ma d e TO ORDER.
h C 8t^ L 0f ,'(ar” e89 supplies, saddles,
»inter ct.Ki V blankets C°r summer and
PEPAIRTvi niPii-1118’ comb8> brushes, &c.
' Also choi!°F H/R N E 88 a specialty!
¡ OBtobox0itraderade Clgars' 8Peci®1 atten.

W - E JO H N SO N ,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

P O T T S T O W N , P E N N ’A. .

We promptly obtain U. B. and Foreign

PATENTS
Send model, sketch or photo ofinvenU o^tet
free report on patentability. For free hook, i
Patents and

TRADE-MARKS w

Designs

and

Estimates Furn

ished Free of Charge.

fl®“The I ndependent’s eight pages
contain local and general news, agri
cultural notes, short stories and

EoV r
herald
FbRuling pB t B ,N D E R Y - Binding,
opposite Ü. S. Patent Office <
h i Blank’s er‘0rat,n»- PaRlng, NumberRouses <ri„ B°°ks for Banks and Business
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.
K id ’a?den4SLCite att®nt,on- Magazines
Kply. E»«£ .rinR done quickly and
Kress,
t matea cheerfully furnished.
Advertise Your Sales in tbe
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
Independent.

9

nteresting miscellaneous
matter.

reading

A copy every week for 52

weeks, $1.00.

V7

YOUR Pesters Printed at
the Independent Offlee.

to see you. I just got out In time to
learn that you were on your way back
home.”
“That was horrid,” she said. “I t
was not like father.”
“But yOu see he’s worked so hard
that he wants to land the match.”
Meg frowned as she always did
when reminded of her approaching
marriage. An English duke with vast
estates and an Infinitesimal income
had asked her hand in marriage, and
her father had given assent In her
name.
Francis Cadmus had been ambitious
for his daughter. He had always
frowned upon Jimmy Dorval’s suit,
even while admitting that he was a
fine young fellow and bound to make
his way in the world.
. Ben Tibbettson’s daughter had mar
ried a baronet. Here was a chance to
administer a final coup to Tibbettson,
who had boasted of his titled’ son In
law ever since. J So when young Dorval
began to show signé of Insubordination
Cadmus had hired private detectives.
The events In Philadelphia had proved
the value of this move, for Dorval and
Margaret had planned an elopement.
Meg’s mother came from one of the
old Philadelphia families, and her
aunts had insisted upon a visit that
they might shine In reflected glory of
her engagement to the duke. Cadmus
had sent her over In a private car
and had arranged that she should
come back the same way. The gateman had not caught her reference to
the private car when she came back
from the telegraph office, and by mis
take had directed her to the regular
train just pulling out.
“It’s a dispensation of Providence,”
declared Dorval when she had ex
plained the situation. “There are his
dukelets, the detectives and your re
spected parent cooped up, waiting for
the other train, and here we are, to
gether, and with a Pennsylvania li
cense In my pocket. If we can be mar
ried before we cross the state line—
will you, dear?”
“Of course I will,” she declared
briskly “I don’t want to marry the
duke, and I do‘want to marry you. Is
there a clergyman on board?”
“I’ll get you one,” offéred the brakeman, who had been standing at hand,
in expectation of a tip. “There’s an old
guy with white whiskers two cars
back.”
He darted out while Jimmy gave Meg
his seat and stood beside her. The

ain slowed up for West Philadelphia,
and a boy in blue and brass came
through the car calling her name. She
held out her hand for the telegram.
“Father says to wait here.” She
smiled as she read it through. Dorval
fished out a bill and handed it to the
boy, together with the message.
“You could not find the lady, under
stand?”
“I’m wise,” agreed the boy. “Mebbe
the lady didn’t hear me.”
He passed out, and just as the train
began to move Meg saw him going
leisurely across the platform, the en
velope still in his baud.
“The old guy was a drummer,” ex
plained the brakeman. returning with
a young and very nervous person with
a flushed face. “He says he’s a min
ister.”
“I have just begun my pastorate,”
explained the nervous man, “but am a
regularly ordained clergyman. I leave
the train shortly. If you can satisfy
me that there is no legal impediment,
I should advise celerity.”
Rapidly Dorval explained the situation.
The drawing rooms were all engaged,
but there was a cafe car on the train,
and the tiny pantry was empty. The
porter mounted guard to keep out the
curious; the simple ceremony was con
cluded and a certificate made out long
before the minister reached his stop
ping place.
“It was my first marriage,” he said
nervously as his slender fingers closed
over the yellow backed bill. “I am
sure that I wish you all happiness.”
He pecked Meg’s cheek much as a
bachelor kisses a baby and returned to
his own car to hide his confusion.
The passenger In the seat adjoining
Dorval’s, who had been impressed as a
witness, expressed an overwhelming
desire for a smoke and went forward
that the young couple might not be
separated.
“Are you sorry now th at it’s over,
dear?” he asked as he leaned forward
and placed his hand over hers.
“I shall never be sorry.” she said
bravely. “I was only afraid that you
would not be able to rescue me from
the duke.”
“I bet he drops his eyeglass, when
we tell him,” said Jimmy with a wick
ed smile. “He’ll drop his eyeglass and
say, ‘My word!’ See If he doesn’t.”
“I ’m thinking of what father will
say,” she answered, trying to smile.
“I t will be a great disappointment to
him.”
“Then he shouldn’t sell his daugh
ter,” explained Jimmy. “I guess that’s
him now.”
He pointed out of the window as an
other train went rushing by. On the
platform of the rear car, made into
an observation balcony, they could see
the duke.
The special had been sent through
on another track, and Mr. Cadmus’
temper was not Improved by a half
hour w ait In the Jersey City station
for the slower train with Margaret
aboard. The entire party were lined
up at the gate as the passengers of
the regular train poured through.
“I made a mistake,” explained Meg
as she held up her face to be kissed.
“So the gateman said,” her father
returned. “It was very good of Mr.
Dorval to take care of you. We will
relieve him of any further responsi
bility.”
“I say,” broke In Jimmy, “you can’t
very well do that. I’ve arranged to
take care of Meg for the rest of her
life. We were married on the train
coming over.”
The ducal jaw dropped and the ducal
eyebrows raised while the monocle
dropped from the ducal eye.
“My word!” said his grace. “How
very extraordinary, yon know!”
/,‘I told you so,” said Jimmy, break
ing a tense situation with a laugh.
Before There Were Naval Uniforms.
A little prior to the Revolutionary
war, says the Newport Bluejacket,
there was no such thing as a naval
uniform. The officers wore civilian
clothes or some sort of an adaptation
of an army uniform as suited their
fancies, and the men dressed any how,
though they generally agreed in wear
ing their hair long and done up In a
cue, or pigtail, and with a lovelock
or two straggling down either side of
the face. The sailor seems always to
have been given to wide trousers, ex
perience having taught him that his
nether garments must be so construct
ed that they could be easily rolled
above the knees when washing down
decks. Sometimes the old time sailor
did not wear trousers at all, but a
sort of kilt like a highlander's. Look
at any old print showing a man-o’war’s crew as late as 1818 and see
what a motley lot of garments are
shown on the men. Some of them
even wore stovepipe hats upon their
heads.
The Twinkling of a Star.
The twinkling of a star has never
been explained to the satisfaction of all
investigators, but It is generally be
lieved to be due to controlling causes
within the earth’s atmosphere. That
the cause may be looked for within the
belt of air that surrounds our planet
(to particles of vapor, dust, etc.) may
be inferred from the fact that tbe
planets never exhibit the characteristic
twinkling so noticeable in the star.
One reason for this is the size (appar
ent) of the planets, each of which shows
a sensible disk, even to the naked eye,
while the strongest instrument in the
world only shows the stars as being
mere points of light. This being the-:
case, any foreign substance-in the at- j
mosphere would momentarily hide the'
light and make the star appear to
twinkle.

Just a Taste.
Missionary—And do you know noth
ing ^whatever of religion? CannibalWell, we got a taste of it when the
last missionary was here.—Cleveland
Leader.

LITERARY FORGERIES
The W ay That Sir Walter Scott
W as Basely Deceived.
CUNNINGHAM’S PROUD BOAST
This Scotchman Claimed He Could
Fool a Congress of Antiquarians
With His Own Writings and Ballads.
Other Famous Forgers.
“I could cheat a whole general as
sembly of antiquarians with my origi
nal manner of writing and forging bal
lads.” The man who made this proud
boast, Allan Cunningham, was a
youthful stonemason of Scotland, earn
ing 18 shillings a week. That he was
no Idle braggart is evident, says the
London Tit-Bits, from the fact that in
his twenty-fifth year he perpetrated
one of the greatest literary frauds of
the nineteenth century.
Cunningham In spite of his humble
role in life could write poetry the
beauty and pathos of which would
bring tears to the eyes of the reader.
Apparently, however, he possessed a
desire—characteristic of many rogues
of literary genius—to make experts
look foolish, and when a Mr. Cromek,
who in 1809 was traveling In Scotland
with a view to making a collection of
genuine Scottish songs, asked Cunning
ham to assist him the stonemason
conceived the idea of writing ballads
and passing them off on Cromek as old
Scottish productions.
These were included in a volume,
and, although most of the critics de
tected the fraud and It was establish
ed beyond doubt that Cunningham
wrote the ballads himself, they ac
quired an immediate reputation, and
the genius of the .writer led people to.
overlook the deception.
Nor was Cunningham the only forger
of Scottish ballads. Robert Surtees,
the celebrated antiquary and historian,
for some curious reason not only palm
ed off on Sir W alter Scott as antique
three ballads purely of his own com
position, but actually suffered them to
occupy a place in the “Minstrelsy of
the Scottish Border,” with a fictitious
account of their origin, and left the
novelist deceived to the end of his
days.
Mention of the deception of Sir Wal
ter Scott reminds one that the famous
novelist was the victim on several oc
casions of literary forgers who used
his name to boom their own work.
George W. Haering, who under the
pseudonym of Willibald Alexis came
to be one of Germany’s first novelists
of the early part of the nineteenth
century, published his first book, “Walladmor,” and announce^ it as a free
translation into German of a novel
boldly ascribed to Sir (Valter Scott.
He afterward endeavored to excuse
himself on the ground that people had
been stupid enough not to see in “Walladmor” a satirical attack on the craze
then prevalent for Scott’s works.
In France several mimetic attempts
on Scott have been made, notably “Al
lan Cameron” (1832) and “Ayme Verd”
(1842), which were both published in
Paris as being Scott’s, and “La Pythie.
des Highlands,” introduced to the
world as the work of the famous nov
elist in 1844 by Charles J. David, son
of the famous French painter.
But perhaps the most interesting of
all the attempts to trade on Scott’s
name was that connected with the
name of E, de Saint Maurice Cabany,
director general of the Society of
Archivistes of France, who in 1855
startled the literary world with a new
ly discovered novel by Scott, entitled
“Moredun, a Tale of the 1210.”
In J. A. Farmer’s book, entitled “Lit
erary Forgeries,” it is explained how,
on account of inaccuracies in dates and
the description of places, this novel
could not have been written by Scott,
but the authorship remains a mys
tery.
The prince of literary forgers, as re
gards quantity, also hails from France.
This was Vrain-Denis Lucas, the son
of a peasant, who after providing cer
tain classes of people with more or
less spurious pedigrees perpetrated one
of the most colossal literary frauds of
the nineteenth century by successfully
palming off 27,320 forged letters of an
cient and eminent men to M. Chasles,
a man of worldwide reputation as a
geometrician and astronomer, who paid
Lucas nearly £6,«00 for the collection.
Lucas’ false letters included some
from the apostles, from Plato, Pliny,
Lazarus and Mary Magdalene. And
yet M. Chasles did not consider it' ex
traordinary that these worthies wrote
on paper and in the French language!
Ultimately his eyes were opened, and
Lucas was arrested and sentenced to
two years’ imprisonment.
The well known story of “Psalmanazar, the Famous Formosan,” shows
how easily the public can be imposed
upon in regard to literature. This re
markable individual made his appear
ance in London early in the eighteenth
century, claimed to be a native of For
mosa and wrote in Latin his very sin
gular “Description of Formosa.” The
book, which was a pure concoction, did
not deceive anybody, but for many
years its author “remained an object
of faith and charity to a considerable
section of his adopted countrymen.”
He repented, however, of his fraud,
and his life ended with the esteem of
many, while Dr. Johnson spoke of him
as “the best man he ever knew.” But
who Psalmanazar really was remains
to this day a literary secret.
Even more audacious perhaps was
the attempt of an Irish clergyman
named Eccles, a resident of Bath, who
toward the end of the eighteenth cen
tury claimed to have written “A Man
of Feeling,” a work by Henry Mac
kenzie, often included In the popular
reprints of today.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

6

correctly: “In a spirited nation of 80,000,000
people it is not an easy m atter to obtain
enough recruits to man the army and navy.
The simple explanation is that the pay is not
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
sufficient to induce young men to give up the
rewards of industry for a life in camp and
COLLEGE VILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.
garrison or a campaign or two in the Philip
pines. But let it be necessary to defend the
E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor. country and millions of volunteers would
flock to its standard.”

The Independent.

READING SAYS
POLITICS DID IT

LACE CURTAIN SALE.
This sale is interesting to all housekeepers
who are preparing for the cleaning and
brightening of the home for the long win
ter months when it is more or less neces
sary to stay in doors.
Our full line of lace curtain samples—1,
2 and 3 pairs of a pattern; some of them
are slightly mussed and soiled, but the
price is cut in two—that is where the bar
gain comes in. Just note the following
reductions:

Reply to U. S. Anthracite Suit Lays
Bare Strike Secrets.
TRUST CHARGES ARE DENIED

Thursday, S eptem ber 5, 1907.

Philadelphia, Sept. 2.—Labor troubles
and the efforts of the late Senator Mar
cus A. Hanna to compel the mining
L ik e the corn crop on the w ay, the Knox
companies to give in so as net to en
danger the election of McKinley and
boom for the Presidenby can stand a little
Roosevelt in 1S00 are given by the Phil
more heat and moisture.
adelphia ft Reading Coal and Iron com
pany as the direct causes for the high
prices of coal and the contracts with
T h e poetic and political optimism of the
the independent operators which the
federal government contends were
editor of the Norristown Times must be as
made to shut out competition. In its Regular price.
Reduction price. Regular price.
Reduction pri^
refreshing in some quarters as a copious
answer to the government suit against
$ 75...........
................. $ 50
$2 75...............
the
so-called
Anthracite
Trust
the
coal
shower after a drought. Encouraging, too.
2 75...............
1 2 5 .........
company puts it direcUy up to the Re
3 75...............
1
50...........
publican party and the men who con
4 00...............
1 75............
trolled its destinies.
5 00...............
T h e death of Richard Mansfield has re
The pressure brought to bear by
2 00 ...........
5 50............... •
3 00
moved from the drama of life the greatest
T h e r e are 15 counties which have no Hanna, as chairman of the Republican
national
committee,
to
compel
the
com
actor on the American stage. Not much new State roads under construction at this pany to give in in order to insure the
doubt about it.
time, but in 51 others no less than 268 miles election of the Republican candidates
for president and vice president is ex
of road are being built by the methods laid plained in detail and the company as
M o r e than seventeen hours have just down by Commissioner Hunter. Tioga county serts that it was “most unwillingly”
been knocked off the automobile record be leads all, with Lancaster second and Alle compelled to buy its peace and the
peace of its workmen by the said ad
tween Chicago and New York, and, of course, gheny third. The counties where no work is vance in wages and the contracts which
people are gradually learning to keep their in progress are Clarion, Cameron, Delaware, were necessary in order to secure the
uniformity which Hanna and the
N O R R I S T O W N . p>q.
children and dogs off the highways.
Juniata, Fulton, Lackawanna, Mifflin, Pike, United Mine Workers insisted on.
All three of the Reading companies
Perry, Snyder, Sullivan, Susquehanna, Som Hied
separate answers to the suit
T h e ladies will be interested in the fol erset and Wyoming.
brought by the government in the
The Original BORNEMAN
United States circuit court to dissolve
lowing statement: “Although 89 years of age,
the Anthracite Coal combine. While
Mrs. Ada Scammon, of Morrills Corner, Me.,
T he collapsing of the great ironbridGe in all made general denials of the various
transacts all her business personally, and course of construction across the St. Law charges of forming illegal combina
and smothering competition, the
thinks nothing of walking long distances if it rence river near Quebec, last week, causing tions
real meat of the defense was in the
---- NOW o p e n a t ----is required.
,
the loss of many lives and the wreckage of answer of the Reading. Coal ft Iron
After admitting the owner
many thousands of tons of structural iron, company.
ship of certain coal lands, it declares
S o m e medical societies are hewing to the was an appalling disaster, the responsibility th at none of the other defendant car
N O R R I S T O W N ,
is or could become a competitor
line pretty close in their endeavor to uphold for which rests somewhere—just where re riers
with the Reading railway for the trans FIRST-CLASS PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY.
THE BEST 8EBVICE GUARAN
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE
ethics. The society at Peoria, 111., hauled mains to be determined by a thorough in portation of coal from mines of the de
OLD
AND
NEW
PATRONS.
company.
one of its members over the coals recently vestigated. That it was due to an imperfect fendant
10-18-ly.
S. S. BORNEMAN, D . D. S.
The answer takes up the strike of
for driving a piebald horse on the ground supervision of the work as it progressed is 1900 and says that substantially all
the workmen in the anthracite regions
that it was a bid for public attention.
probable.
“abandoned their work under the
force and effect of violence, turbulence
intimidation, and the employes
As the population of Oklahoma is ealcu
I t is reported by friends of W m. J. and
and workmen of this defendant and
lated after a careful census to be 1,500,000, it Bryan that he has no thought of being the others in the same neighborhood were
will enter the Union with thirty-five times as Democratic nominee for President next year. Induced or compelled by like violence,
turbulence and intimidation to aban
many people as Nevada has. In population, Mr. Bryan is a ver}7 able and magnetic indi don their employment.
Everything at Reduced Prices.
Oklahoma will rank about twentieth in the vidual, whose honesty of convictions is not “Shortly afterward it was repre
sented, in substance, to the officials of
All New and Stylish Clothing.
list o f , forty-six States. Great is young disputed. I t is nevertheless true that the this defendant and the. representatives
Oklahoma.
Democratic party has been weakened by his of other mining companies, by one
Marcus A. Hanna, acting as chairman
speeches and influence. He can do no greater of the Republican national committee
T h e demand for post-cards continues un service to his party in the future than assist in the then pending political campaign
Main and Cherry Streets, Norristown, Pa. I
for the election of the candidates for
diminished in the United States as well as in his party in nominating a strong, conserva president and vice president of the
United States, that if the said strike
other sections of the globe. The daily aver tive man for the Presidency.
should not be speedily settled by an
age of post-cards received for domestic dis
advance in the wages of the workmen
tribution at the New York post office is over
I f better care, more general propagation in and about the mines in the entire
Largest Stock In Montgomery County to
anthracite region, the strike would ex
30,000. The Adriatic arrived in New York a and a fostering of present conditions are not tend
Select Fromi
.
to the states of Ohio, Indiana and
few days ago with over 65,000 post-cards observed, says Secretary of Agriculture Wil Illinois, and that the election of Mr.
and Mr. Roosevelt would
from foreign countries in her mailings.
son, the forests of the United States will be McKinley
be thereby endangered.”
The answer declares that Mr. Hanna
practically wiped out inside of another ten
represented to the officials of the com
P h il a d e l p h ia ’s rapidly growing ocean years. When too late Congress and the State pany that he was authorized to settle
Our Hats are sold by all stores in-this section. ASK FOR THEM.
commerce, both foreign and coastwise, was Legislatures will begin to adopt strong meas the strike through President Mitchell,
the Miners’ Union, if the operators
shown Tuesday in the fact that there were ures as to reforesting hills denuded by the of
would agree to give their workmen a
more tonnage in port than ever before in its woodman’s ax and saw. The present gener 16 per cent, increase in wages.
33 S. Main Street« Horristown« Pa.
The officials of the big companies 10-11.
history. The vessels included 50 steamers ation is creating blessings and curses for which
had agreed to the advance held
and 60 sailing craft, none of which were un- generations to come, and one of the curses conferences with the independent com
panies or operators, and as an induce
1000 tons register, besides numerous small ill be due to deforestation.
ment to the latter to make the advance
boats.
tne Reading Coal & Iron company was
compelled to make new contracts with
C o g it a t io n s :
a number of its tenants or lessees, in
The way that leads to disappointment is creasing the price to be paid for coal ALWAYS conservative, safe and ready
I n a recent speech to an audience o:
by them. The answer then to serve.
farmers over in New York State, Governof' usually the road that appears to be lined with produced
emphatically declares:
ALWAYS trying to supply every, bank
Hughes said : “ Fundamentally the great thing bright anticipations.
“That all the conferences between
Large and well assorted stock of choice
ing
want ol the community,
The mental horizon of the individual is the operators and the contracts which
is local government.
The place to look
SUMMER DRESS GOODS,
resulted therefrom
‘were wholly
Lawns,
Dimities, Percales, Laces. ®
primarily in order to secure good government sometimes beclouded by what is seen through brought about, compelled and forced ALWAYS using the fruits of experiencs broideries,
&c. Line of Muslins, C a lic o e s,
and Ginghams, complete.
upon this defendant by the turbulence, to render better service.
and good administration is at yofir own home the eyes of mere conjecture.
violence and intimidation aforesaid,
If it were not for fools wise men would be and the failure of the government of ALWAYS following the beaten path of
I t is a principle of administration that you
the United States and that of the com financial victory.
want to have done locally all that you can get more plentiful, if not more useful.
of Pennsylvania to enforce
When prosperity begets extravagance monwealth
done locally and as little done away from
the laws to protect this defendant and
ALWAYS the friend and promoter of
its workmen.’ ”
home as is necessary to the maintenance of the future assures an inning for poverty.
public aud/individual enterprise.
The individual who fails to apply the test
hewing Gum Killed Her.
free institutions.” T ruer words have never
Philadelphia,
4.—The chewing
of reason to his premises should not depend gum habit killedSept.
been spoken, as to matters of government,
Miss Elizabeth Good
too much upon his conclusions.
mortal man.
in at the Samaritan hospital. She
had chewed gum almost constantly in
The Company that pays 3 PER
her waking hours for 10 years, and
T h e Star-Independent of Harrisbu
T h e New York World, in commenting
could not quit i t At last her jaws re
into politics and reaches the conclu fused to move and locked. Lockjaw CENT. Interest for every day
upon the lives sacrificed by the auto speed delves
sion that if the Democrats succeed in electing was given as the immediate cause of
mania, says: “ What Sunday, indeed, from the their candidate for State Treasurer the prob her death. Miss Goodwin was often the money Is on deposit.
NORRISTOWN, P4.
first spring day till the snow falls, is without abilities as to the nomination of Senator Knox punished at school for chewing gum.
Her parents tried every way to make
its ghastly chronicle of lives blotted out by for the Presidency, by the Republicans, will her give up the habit.
h e b l a s iu s p ia n o s .
I have taken the agency for the sale
reckless speed-mania? How long is the be greatly increased. That is to say that the
Broke His Neck Diving.
of the Blasius Pianos. These pianos have
defeat
of
Mr.
Sheatz
would
place
Pennsyl
Savannah,
Ga,
S
ept
2.—Joseph
L.
slaughter to continue which reaches its bloody
a wide and most excellent reputation
vania in the doubtful electoral column, with a
right fielder for the Savannah among musicians. A new Blasius Piano
culmination on the Sabbath? Every death Republican candidate for President other Brisltey,
my home.
team in the South Atlantic League, on exhibition atHENRY
YOST, JR.,
Six Different Stylesdue to reckless motoring makes a farce of the than Mr. Knox. I t is doubtless true that as broke his neck at Tybee Island by div 8-1.
Collegevilie, Pa.
ing
into
shallow
water.
Other
bathers
law. In France, Germany and Switzerland long as Pennsylvania can be depended upon saw him as he lay dying on the bot
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS at
owners and drivers of cars that kill are sent to roll up a majority for any Republican can tom, but he had announced th at he was
variety. Dress and Neglige Sh
will please buyers.
all
to jail as summarily as if the weapon had been didate for the Presidency, her favorite sons going to make a long stay under wa
ter, and they thought nothing of the
THE BEST MADE SHOES
5Upther
will
not
be
seriously
considered
by
the
a revolver or a knife.
Life is cheaper in National Nominating Conventions of the Re m atter until some minutes had passed.
tastes—Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
fi
— LEAVES —
styles.
n.
America, thanks to incompetent railway man publican party. However, there is scant Then they drew him up, to find him
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT^ ^
dead.
agement, jerry building, theatre and tene reason to believe that Pennsylvania Republi
tains anything required in goo
Strike Riots In Antwerp.
pendable stock.
reads»
f
For
Glen
Island
ment fires, and a hundred other causes, than cans will be influenced against whoever may
Antwerp, Sept. 4.—The rioting be
Summer Horse Clothing, Eap P
$
EVERY
EVENING
and
SUN
anywhere else in the civilized world. But it be their nominee for President by what may tween the local police and the striking
&c., &c.
wir@
DAYS. Round trip, 5 cents.
laborers has broken out afresh
Full line of Hardware, Poultry
J. H. BARRETT.
is yet worth more than the picayune price or may not happen at the November election, dock
Netting—all sizes.
this year. A little extra shouting in behalf and is rapidly assuming alarming pro
at which the speed-mad motorist holds it.”
Drummers have been sent
of a high tariff as a creator of prosperity will portions.
the town to beat an urgent
I f you have anything to IT. G Urnwnhar.k. TrSPP®'
wheel them all into line next year, no m atter through
summons to the militia to turn, out
T he Philadelphia Record states the case what happens, politically, this year.
again immediately.

comes the National Harness
M akers’ Association, denouncing high tariff
on hides. However, Congressional elections
are at a safe distance and the blessed tariff
keeps right on exacting pecuniary tributes
from consumers, while Americans are paying
about 20 per cent, more for American ma
chinery, etc:, than foreigners are required to
pay for the same goods. Bless the Dingley
tariff—while prices are soaring upward right
along.
A long

prendíingerís.
D e n t al
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T h e B ig C lo th in g E v e n t!

C r a w f o r d ’s C le a r a n c e Sale.

.D
CRAWFO

SAMUEL

SUMMER STYLES HITS
Soft Hats, 50c. to $3.00:.
Stiff Hats, $1.00 to $3.00.

Tracey, : the Hatter,

-Ì3
ALWAYSK-

SUMMER

GOODS

re

P enn T rn st Co.

T

•Carpet Sweepers-

¡The Launch Edna
1 Clamer’s Dam, Collepyllle,
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SCHISSLER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

X

is the best school to attend. I t has the most
modem equipment, courteous and well
qualified instructors, and maintains

Three Separate Employ-

Three
Courses

/

ment Offices,

$

Good positions are guar
anteed to graduates,
or money re
funded.

Bookkeeping, Banking
Shorthand, Typewriting
Private Secretary Course
W r ite f o r C a ta l o g u e

Fall Term Opens Monday, lug.26
SCHISSLER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
N O R R IS T O W N , P A .

A. J. SC H ISSL E R ,

-

\ V

/

F o u n d e r an d M a n a g e r

If you have valuable papers or securi
ties—deeds, mortgages, judgments, bonds,
or what not, that you desire to have kept
in a secure, safe place, the

COLLEGEVILLE

NATIONAL BANK
is prepared to serve you. The new safety
boxes in the fire and burglar-proof vault
of the bank will afford room for your
private papers or documents an'd you
can feel that they are entirely safe.
Yôu are invited to inspect the safety
boxes, the vault, as well as the other de
partments of the bank. The officiais will
be glad to give you full Information, and
your visit will be appreciated.
Bemehlber, 3 PER CENT, interest is
paid on all deposits in the Savings Fund
Department of the Collegeville National
Bank.
SHOT DIVING FROM CAR

------ T H E

------

Italian Blackmailer Caught After Wild
Chase In New York.
New York, Sept. 4.—Caught in the
act of taking money from a victim
whom they had threatened with death,
three Italians, who the police believe
are ringleaders of the Black Hand,
were captured by detectives after a
wild flight on a trolley car on Second
avenue, in which one of the Italians
was shot while diving through the car
window in a final effort to escape.
Ciro Annoni, a wealthy barber, has
for more than a year been receiving
letters demanding $500. He was told
th at his place would be blown up and
his family annihilated unless he heeded
the demands. Annoni informed the
police, and it was planned for the bar
ber to meet the alleged blackmailers
on Second avenue. Promptly at the
appointed time the Italians met An
noni on the corner, and the money
was turned over. The barber gave a
signal, and the detectives rushed from
the drug store. The three Italians
sprang on a passing trolley car, and
might have escaped, but the motorman stopped the car. Two of the Ital
ians jumped from the car, and after a
short chase were captured. The third
Italian made a long dive through the
car window and was shot while in mid
air. The wounded man was seized
and taken to a hospital a prisoner.
PARADED IN RAIN

OHIO GAS ENGINE
IS SUPERIOR IN

EcoDomy, - Efficiency, - Regulation, - Durability.
It is Equally Efficient with GAS, ALCOHOL, GASOLINE, DIS
TILLATE or KEROSENE. All sizes, i to 50 H. P. The Ohio Engines
areamoDg the very best engines on the market and are sold at reasonable
prices. We keep one in stock for demonstration. Come and see it before
you purchase.

Landes M ill W o rk s, Y erk e s, P a .
HEADQUARTERS FOR

1Men’s F urnishing Goods ! I
WE HAVE THE LARGE8T ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige 8hirts,.Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
youare looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
*111keep you dry In a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

25,000

Members of Labor Unions
Marched In New York.
New York, Sept. 3.—In spite of the
rain, 25,000. members of labor unions
paraded the streets, drenched to the
skin, and were watched and cheered
by thousands of umbrella-protected
spectators.
New York has two parades, one
under the direction of the Central
Federated Union, and the other in
charge of the Building Trades’ organi
sations. A committee of the horseshoers caused considerable delay in
the starting of the Federated Union’s
parade by examining the feet of all the
horses in line to determine whether or
not they wore union-made shoes. All
horses whose shoes did not bear the
union mark were ordered out of the
line, and a number of the marshals
and aides and those who had intended
riding in carriages were forced to
walk.
A feature of each parade was an en
thusiastic band of strikers. In the Fed
erated Union parade, marching in the
sixth division, were 1000 members of
the Commercial Telegraphers’ Union,
who are now on strike against the
telegraph companies, while in the
building trades’ parade were several
thousand striking teamsters.
OWN ALL BIG SHOWS

"W M . H . G I L B E R T ,

Rlnglings Have Taken Over Barnum
& Bailey Interests.'
133 WEST MAIM STREET,
Chicago, Sept. 4.—With the ending
it-18,
NORRISTOWN, PA. of the present season, six weeks away,
Ringling Brothers, the five young men
who started out with one railroad show
in 1890, will control pretty nearly the
whole circus business in the United
States, and as the circus is distinctive
Established - • 1S7S. ly an American institution, that means
»<* Headquarters for all
all of the great tent shows i n , the
world.
kinds of Hardware, Paints,
It became known definitely th at ne
gotiations for the purchase of the Bar
Oils, Varnishes and Glass.
num & Bailey interests, which had
been quietly under way for some time,
had been closed. With the shows un
der the name of the original circus
man, P. T. Barnum, goes the owner
AND
ship of Buffalo Bill’s Wild W est show.
The Rlnglings already have Adam
*you want any thing in the tooi line,
fforepaugh & Sells Brothers’ shows.
come to u s ; we can supply you
The Barnum & Bailey Interests and
the Buffalo Bill show were purchased
at BOTTOM PRICES.
IN VARIETY.
by the Rlnglings from Mrs. James A.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection Bailey, controlling owner.
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
THOUGHT HE WAS MAYOR
Weddings and Parties.

HARDWARE. THEOLDSTAND
|flUeg6ifiU®likorf.
Choice Bread

If* T O O L S -

Cakes

WIRE OP ALL KINDS
Suitable

for House, Garden and Field.

T h e M .B e n ja m in Co.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,

JOHN H. CUSTER,
22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

^lIJLL STOCK OF

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
tions are being closed out at greatly re
duced prices.

M rs. F ran ce s B arre tt’s,
Main St ., Near Station ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Advertise Your Sales in the
Independent.

Deluded Colored Man Carried Off Battimere Executive’s Letters.
Baltimore, Sept. 3.—Possessed with
the hallucination th at he is mayor of
the city, Isaiah Lampson, a negro,
broke open the door of Mayor Mahooi’3
office at the city hall and carried away
some 50 or 60 letters addressed to the
mayor, which were lying on the desk.
Lampson took the letters to his own
home and was seated at a table open
ing them when the police came upon
him. One of the letters contained a
draft for $900. This was the second
time the negro got into the city hall.
On the other occasion he declared that
he was mayor and put up a hard fight
before he was overcome.

BRIDGE COLLAPSES, FIVE SPEND NIGHT
MANV MEN DEAD ON CAPSIZED BOAT
Section of Steel Structure Near Que
bec Falls Into River.
BEVENTY-NINE

ARE

MISSING

Quebec, Aug. 31.—Although 36 hours
have elapsed since the Quebec bridge
crashed into the St. Lawrence, the
three score of dead bridge workers are
still held in the meshwork of debris at
the bottom of the river. A roll call
confirmed the early estimates of the
losses of life.
Seventy-nine men
failed to answer to their names and
were not among the injured at the
Levis hospital. Fifteen bodies lie at
the morgue awaiting the result of the
coroner’s inquest. Of the total of 79
dead or missing, 16 were skilled Amer
ican mechanics, brought here by the
Phoenix Bridge company, of Phoenix
ville, Pa., to work on the structural
steel parts of the bridge.
The following is a list of the missing
Americans: B. A. Tenser, general fore
man, of Lehigh ton, Pa.; John L. Wor
ley, assistant foreman, of Mauch
Chunk, Pa.; A. H. Birks, chief engi
neer, of Phoenlxville, Pa.; J. W. Atternolt, chief inspector, Phoenixville, Pa.
Bridge workers, whose names and
and addresses are unknown: P. C.
Reynolds, George Cook, Phil. Bayant,
Thomas Callauan, Carl Stevenson,
James Bowen, Ira FastWilliam Brigg3,
J. L. Johnson, A. C. Smith, R. F.
Smith, E. A. Brind.
The bridge was about a mile and a
half in length, and half of it crumpled
up and dropped into the water. Ninety
men were at work on this section of
the structure, and the whistle had
just blown for the men to quit work
for the day when there came a grind
ing sound from the bridge mid
stream. The men turned to see what
had happened, and an instant late*
the cry went up “the bridge is fall
ing.”
The men made a rush shoreward,
but the distance was too great for
them to escape. The fallen section of
the bridge dragged others after it, the
snapping girders and cables booming
like a crash of artillery. Terror lent
fleetness to the feet of the frightened
workmen as they sped shoreward, but
only a few of. them reached safety be
fore the last piece of ironwork on
the south shore was dragged into the
river.
The steamer Glenmont had just
cleared the bridge when the first sec
tion fell. The water thrown up by
the debris came clear over the bridge
of the steamer. The captain at once
lowered boats. The small boats plied
backward and forward over the sun
ken wreckage for half an hour, but
there was no sign of life. The twist
ed iron and steel had its vic
tims in a terrible death grip. A few
floating timbers and the broken strands
of the bridge toward the north shore
were the only signs that anything un
usual had happened. There was not a
ripple on the smooth surface of the
St. Lawrence as it swept along toward
the gulf.
Among those who had a most mi
raculous escape was J. J. Nance, or
Ness, of Harrisburg, Pa., who was in
in charge of an electric engine at the
end of the bridge. Nance went down
with his engine into the river, but
floated out and was picked up about
300 feet further down the river.
The Quebec bridge was begun about
seven years ago, and it was to be fin
ished in 1909. Subsidies had been
granted by the federal and provincial
governments and the city of Quebec,
and the estimated cost of the work was
$10 ,000 ,000 .

The Phoenixville Bridge company,
of Pennsylvania, had the contract for
the construction of the bridge, and
were working from both sides of the
river.
MAKES PIANO THAT

WHISTLES

Minister Obtains Patent on Something
New In Musical Instruments.
Richmond, Va., Sept. 4.—Rev. James
O. Early, a young colored man, has
been granted a patent for a whistling
piano of his own invention. The in
strument has a keyboard arranged on
a scale somewhat different from a
piano. ' It is capable of whistling the
most difficult notes.
Early has already been approached
by a northern man with a handsome
offer for the patent rights. He hopes
to induce men of his race to organ
ize a stock company to exploit the in
strument.
Anarchist Leaves to Kill Italian King.
Milan, Sept. 3.—It is rumored here
that a dangerous and well-known an
archist disappeared suddenly from
Milan, after having announced his in
tention of killing King Victor Emman
uel. The police are making a diligent
search' for the man, and the guards
about the person of the king have been
redoubled.
Lightning Kills Five Men.
Raleigh, N. C., Sept. 4.—Lightning
struck the power house of the elec
tric plant at Buckhorn, killing five
men and injuring between 20 and 25
others. Owing to wires being down,
it is impossible to obtain the names
of those killed and injured. The ex
tent of damage to the property has
not been learned.
Woman Painting King’s Portrait.
Marienbad, Sept 4.—King Edward
has commissioned Mrs. Leslie Cotton,
a portrait painter of New York, to
paint his p o rtrait Two sittings already
have been given, and the results ars
most satisfactory.

SUICIDE FOLLOWED MURDER

Burglar, Cornered by Poese, Shot Him*
self After Killing Policeman.
Lyndhurst, N. J., Sept. 3.—George
Cassidy, a policeman, was shot down
and killed while endeavoring to arrest
two burglars who had been caught In
Young Men Rescued From Death the act of robbing a store. The bur
glars were pursued by a crowd, and,
on Barnegat Bay.
rather than submit to capture, one of
them killed himself in a swamp. The
other burglar escaped.
WERE SAVED BY FISHERMAN
Cassidy had arrested the men and
started with his prisoners for the sta
Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 4. — Be tion house whe~ one of them whipped
numbed by cold and rendered almost a revolver from his pocket, and, press
helpless by exhaustion, five young men ing it against Cassidy’s coat, pulled the
were found clinging to their over trigger. Cassidy fell dead, and the two
turned boat in Barnegat bay and res men ran away. The noise of me shoot
ing aroused the neighborhood and a
cued by a passing fisherman.
crowd
gave chase. The burglars sepa
The young men were William Haddon and Eugene Sullivan, of Camden; rated, one of them making for the Pas
river. When the crowd pressed
LeRoy Webb, of Philadelphia; Howard saic
Derby and Lodge Parker, of Island too close the burglar turned and fired
Heights, where Haddon’s parents have a fusillade of shots, but no one was
The burglar then ran into the
a summer home close to the scene of hit.
swamps, trying to find a place where he
the accident The others were guests could swim the river, but the mud and
of young Haddon, and they had gone in slime dragged him down and he be
a 30-foot open sailing yacht to view came exhausted in his efforts to es
the races of the Island Heights Yacht cape. Realizing that he would be cap
club.
tured he used the last cartridge in his
After the races a run was made revolver to shoot himelf. He was dead
across the bay, which is about five when his pursuers reached him.
miles wide a t this point, to the mouth
of Forked river. It was nearly sun
TEDDY, JR., A HOP PICKER
down when the start home was begun.
In bringing the boat about one of the President’s Son to Tackle Back-Break
sheet lines became entangled in the
ing Job Which Pays Little. .
rudder, and before it could be righted a
Utica, N. Y., Sept. 4.—When hop
strong breeze completely capsized the picking is begun in the Jordanvilla
boat. The young men are all good district of Herkimer county, Theodora
swimmers, . and had no difficulty in Roosevelt, Jr., who is at the Krugei
climbing aboard their overturned oraft. mansion, two miles from Jordanvillq
At this late hour the hay was nearly will realize his ambition to try i t
deserted, and the hopse of the cast
The hop, a soft green burr, grows on
aways that they might attract the at a vine wound to the top of a 25-foot
tention of some belated party was in pole. The poles are pulled down and
vain. Darkness came on with the five placed across a box, where four per
young men still clinging to their places sons strip them into the box.
on the boat. During the long night
It is not exciting, it makes the bach
sleep would overtake different mem ache, and the hops which fall undei
bers of the little party, and a sudden foot must be carefully picked up. Foi
slide into the river would end in a res picking each box young Roosevelt will
cue by his companions.
receive a check for 30 or 40 cents, pay1
At 4 o’clock in the morning the able at the end of the season.
watchers were cheered by the sound of
Each hop pole has its full quota oi
a passing'motor boat, and in response worms of all sizes and colors, and
to their calls, a fisherman, who was bugs. The hops stain the fingers, and
making an early run to the fishing the vines scratch delicate hands.
grounds, loomed out of the darkness There fire no social grades in the hop
and took the nearly exhausted men on yard, and picking is a lesson in dem
board. The capsized boat was taken in ocracy.
tow and the entire party safely con
veyed to Island Heights. None of the
GAS MADE HIM CRAZY
young men report serious results of
their distressing experience.
While Under Its Influence Patient Beal
Up Two Dentists.
Washington, Sept. 2.—While undei
Drowned While Canoeing.
Philadelphia, Sept. 4.—John Francis the influence of gas, preparatory t«
Prenet-Schell, aged 26 years, of this having a tooth extracted, George W,
city, was drowned along the shore of Bowers, aged 28, rose from the chaii
the Rancocas creek, near Burlington, and violently attacked Dr. R. B. Leon
N. J., while canoeing. He nSd gone ard, who was treating him. severely
canoeing from the headquarters of the beating and knocking him down. Th«
Rancocas Country club, of which he doctor’s call for help brought Dr. W,
was a member. When he failed to re H. Wunder, who was treated in a simi
turn to the club house after many lar fashion. Fearing that his life was
hours a search was instituted and the in danger, Dr. Wunder reached for a
body was found along the shore of the small hammer nearby and used it
creek. Schell was well known in Cath freely on Bowers’ head, causing a com
pound fracture of the skull. Bower«
olic social circles.
was taken to the emergency hospital
HAD DYNAMITE CAP IN POCKET and Dr. Wunder was arrested. H«
was released in $1000 bail.
During the struggle between th«
Exploded When Mother Spanked Boy,
three men Bowers’ wife and a numbei
and He May Die.
Cheboygan, Mich., Sept. 2. — Mrs. of women patients were thrown into a
Fred William, living at Bear Point, on panic and took flight. Bowers will r®
Crooked Lake, near this city, was se cover.
verely injured, and her 7-year-old son
8EWED ON SEVERED TONGUE
was probably fatally hurt when a dy
namite cap in the boy’s hip pocket ex
ploded while the mother was spanking Inch Bitten Off When Lad Is Kicked
By Horse.
him for a minor offense. The little
Correctionville, la., Sept. 2.—An inch
boy had been out in the field where his
father was using dynamite to blow up of his tongue, which he bit off when he
stumps, and had slipped one of the was kicked by a horse, has been sewed
percussion caps, which Mr. Williams on successfully, and Robbie Ham
was using, in his pocket. He later re mond, 5 years old, will recover and be
turned to the house, where his mother able to articulate well and perhaps per
called him in jo be punished for some fectly, according to the surgeon. Rob
childish misdemeanor. Mrs. Williams bie had seen his father, William Ham
used a shingle as the Instrument of mond, whip the horse to make him
punishment. The first blow from the kick, and thought it would be fun
shingle exploded the cap in the boy’s when he got the opportunity to do it
pocket, and the explosion tore a large himself. The horse responded, but the
hole in his hip, from which he is be child, being too close, was hurled un
lieved to be aying. The mother lost conscious 20 feet away. The severed
two fingers and received a number of tongue hung by a thread.
minor cuts about her face and body.
President Commutes Girl’s Sentence.
Washington, Sept. 4.—The presi
Judge Parker Don’t Want Office.
Portland, Me., Sept. 2.—In an inter dent has granted a commutation ol
view given out, Judge Alton B. Parker, sentence to two years, with allowance
of New York, declared hte has no de for good conduct, in the case of Bes
sire ever again to hold public office, sie L. Bond, who pleaded guilty in the
and that in this respect his views have United States district court of Marynot changed since his defeat for the tend, on June 3, 1907, to falsely alter
ing and passing a national bank note,
presidency in 1904.
and who on the same day was sen
Spider’s Deadly Bite.
tenced to imprisonment for five years
Evansville, Ind., Sept. 2.—While he ia the Baltimore city jail.
was asleep at his home near this
Knocked Down By Mad Bull.
city, Maurice Silverman was bitten on
Harrisburg, Pa., Sept. 4.—Charles
the lips by a large spider and it Is
feared he will die. .The face of Silver- Humphries, a Harrisburg policeman,
man is so badly swollen that it is al was knocked down and seriously in
jured by a mad bull running amuck
most impossible to recognize him.
through the streets of this city. Ben
Fireman Killed.
jamin Tennis, of Harrisburg, and S.
Cumberland, Md., Sept. 4.—While S. Grove, of Sand Hill, Md., who as
engaged in an exhibition drill, James sisted the policeman in trying to stop
Valentine, tillerman on the aerial lad the enraged animal, were also I njured.
der truck of the fire department, was The bull was finally driven Into a
killed as a result of his ladder snap country road, where it could do no
ping when the man was 50 feet in the harm.
air.
Seven Dead In Train Wreck.
Charleston, W. Va., Sept. 3—A Ches
& Ohio local passenger train
1907
1907 apeake
was derailed a mile below Kanawha
Falls, and as a result seven are dead
Su Mo. Tu. We. Th.F r. Sa. and 17 injured. A coach, the combina
tion express and mail car and the bag
gage car overturned, rolling towards
the Kanawha river. Spreading of the
rails is supposed to have been the
cause of the accident
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Highest Price Ever Paid For Hog.
Janesville, Wis., Sept. 2.—Five hun
dred dollars, the largest price ever
paid for a hog in this country, was
brought by Star Masterpiece, a Berk
shire, at a public sale held at White
hall, III. The prize swine was formerly
owned bv the State University-

8

FARM AND GARDEN.
Young Beggars In Mining Camps.
“The mining camp child usually de
It 8hould Not Be Allowed to Get Too velops into the greatest beggar as a
class th at child life ever sees,” said an
Ripe on the Tree.
Many growers do not know the prop old miner. “I have never been in a
er time to pick fruit—that is, the stage mining camp yet where there were
of maturity th at puts it on the market children th at one of them did not stop
in good condition. Very often one me every now and then and ask for
sees fine large pears and peaches that some money or a piece of ore. Their
are rotting when the packages are plaintive wails are to be heard on all
opened because the fruit has been al sides.
“A story is told of a little girl in
lowed to get too ripe on the tree, be
Dawson
who made it her custom to
fore picking.
Sometimes when the early market is ask every miner she saw for a nugget.
slack there is a demand for immature She was a cute little thing, and her
request was nearly always acceded to.
fruit for cooking purposes.
After awhile she had $3,000 worth of
Th* Early Apples.
nuggets collected in this fashion. As
The first early summer apples may a rule, the miner is a generous fellow,
be profitably picked when they get particularly in a gold camp where the
big enough for cooking. This will inhabitants have prospered and where
be when the seeds are still white most of the men have claims of their
and before the fruit shows signs own. Nearly all of them carry loose
of coloring. The market is always gold around in their pockets and think
looking forward to the earliest apples. nothing of giving little chunks of it
Dessert and winter apples should not away.
be picked until well colored. Those
“In camps where they are not thus
th at stay on the tree late are better supplied with gold they usually are
flavored than those picked early. Win free with their money, and the begging
ter apples will usually keep better if child is tossed anything from a nickel
allowed to ripen in the cool weather to a dollar.”—Duluth Herald.
of the fall. The ease with which some
fruit separates from the twig by a nip
sidewise gives a good idea of maturity.
W E
Apples should not be separated from
the twig by a straight pull, but by a
tw ist upward or sidewi&e.
Peaches For Market.
Peaches are picked for market when
— AND —
they show the clear, bright colors.
They should not be pinched to test
maturity. The experienced picker has
a way of' rolling the flat of his hand
over the ridge of a peach, and the feel
means the same to him as grain in the
sack does to the miller’s hand.—W. N. A lso REPAIR Spectacles and
B u tt
E ye G lasses of A ll Kinds,

PICKING

A NEW TOBACCO.
Valuable Cigar Wrapper Variety
Grown Under Shade.
The original plants of this variety
were found by the w riter growing in a
crop of tobacco under cloth by M. L.
Floyd near Tariffville, Conn., in the
season of 1903. This crop was raised
from seed brought to Connecticut from
Florida and which originally came
from the island of Sumatra. In this

FRUIT.

*TEST EYES *

SECOND W EEK AUGUST
Over a thousand pairs of Men’s and Boys’ Trousers are now b&ng offered at a Third
Off the average prices.
Big lots consisting of beautiful, dressy, gray worsted smart Outing Trousers, wearresisting Cassimeres and Blue Serges. AU up-to-date in cut, plain or turn-up bottoms, all
have belt loops.
Now is your opportunity to buy a pair of dress trousers to help out the old coat and
vest at a third less than you usually have to pay at other stores for no better sizes to fit
big stout men, tall nartow waisted fellows, and regular built men. If alterations are
needed, no extra charges. See windows.

$3 Trousers are

N ow Selling’ at $2. Selling at $1.35.
-A
-IjIj s iz e s .

-A
-ILLSIZES.

$4.00 Trousers Are Now Selling

$5.00 Trousers Are Now Selling

at $2.75, all sizes.

at $3.33, all sizes.

FITSPECTACLES

KYFICAIi LEA F— UNCLE SAM SUMATRA TO
BACCO.

field of the so called Sumatra variety
of tobacco were found upon investiga
tion eleven very distinct general types
of tobacco plants which were strong
ly enough differentiated by certain
characteristics of habit of- growth,
shape and size of leaves and quality to
be designated as incipient varieties.
Among these types was found one
which most nearly approached the
Ideal of a cigar wrapper plant, both as
regards development of plant and
character of leaves and strikingly
different from every other type found
In this field or in other fields. This
was designated as “Type No. 3” for
convenience in the breeding experi
ments and was so known until it was
considered of sufficient importance to
be named.
After very careful and satisfactory
tests in 1904 and 1905 the results have
proved beyond a doubt the value of
this variety for growing commercially,
together with the fact that the seed
comes true to type year after year
when saved under bog. The name
Uncle Sam Sumatra was given to this
variety. It is a cigar wrapper variety
of tobacco and adapted for growing
under shade in the cigar wrapper pro
ducing regions. The plants reach an
average height of about eight feet at
the time of maturity, and they bear an
average of about twenty-six leaves
before topping.
The cured leaves will average about
sixteen inches in width by twenty
Inches in length, although the size va
ries according to field and cultural
conditions.
The yield of the crops of this variety
Is high, being as much as 1,600 pounds

TYPICAL

PLANT — UNCLE SAM
LE A P TOBACCO.

SUMATRA

of cured tobacco to the acre under fa
vorable conditions. The percentage of
the best grades of wrapper in these
crops is correspondingly high and sat
isfactory to the grower and' manufac
turer alike.—A. D. Shamel.
Sorting and Packing Eggs.
Eggs to be placed on the market
should be carefully sorted and packed
as to size, shape and color. It is bet
ter not to put eggs having different
colored shells in the same package;
neither should eggs varying much in
size be placed in the same package.
Every egg should be perfectly clean,
and if slightly soiled it may be wiped
clean with a , damp cloth. If badly
soiled the eggs should be discarded,
for the washing required to clean them
injures .their appearance. The dis
carded eggs can be disposed of at
some of the cheaper and less exacting
markets. Eggs may be placed in large
shipping cases or in small pasteboard
boxes, according to how they are to
be marketed.—G. A. Bell.
Pumpkins In the Cornfield.
Pumpkin R* Is are cheap, and they
can be saved on any farm with almost
no trouble. The cost of the seeds is
the main expense of a good supply of
pumpkins when planted in the corn
field, and they are very valuable te
feed. Why, then, do farm ers not plant
them? Because the modern cultivator
when adjusted for corn is hard on the
tines.—Agricola in Iowa Homestead.

CHICKEN

COOP.

And Replace Broken Lenses

It Is Built to Stand Level, Facing
Downhill.
I have adopted the plan of substitut
ing a large roosting coop for each thir
ty or forty chicks as soon as. they are
large enough to roost. This is made
from a dry goods box four -feet long, 10-lt.
three feet wide and three feet high.
The front and bottom are removed.
Two strips are nailed perpendicular on
the front comer, projecting a foot be
low the bottom of the box. This raises
the front and gives the roof the neces
sary pitch when facing a downhill po-

$2 Trousers are now

TRUE

BLUE

SERGE

S U IT S

$12.50 Suits at $9.75.

REDUCED.

$18.00 Suits at $12.75.

W E IT Z E N K O R N S

Kerper <fc Custer, Jewelers
238 HIGH STREET,

Are you thinking of heating your house with
Steam or Hot Water ?

POTTSTOWN, PA.

THE FfiEED BO ILEUS

FOR

FRESH GOODS

!

—GO TO—

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.
r tw
H IL L S ID E CHICKEN COOP.

sltlon, explains a writer in American
Agriculturist. Two strips nailed on
each side form a support for perches
which are fastened together by cross
pieces so all may be removed a t one
operation to be sprayed.
We move this coop twice a week,
and it is always clean and fresh. The
open front and bottom seem a little
risky, considering the possibility of
wandering cats, rats or weasels. But
we are willing to run some risks if
we can fill our own and customers’
pens in the fall with large, robust
stock. This one plan has enabled us
to produce Orpingtons well up to stand,
ard size,, which some fail to do. The
accompanying sketch of coop will ex
plain itself.
Aid to Fruit Growers.
Perhaps the greatest aid to success
ful fruit production today is co-opera
tion. Many small lots of good fruit
are sacrificed in the Wholesale market
qf our large cities because they are
lost sight of in the great bulk of stuff
arriving. Large consignments receive
consideration that is scarcely worth
while to give to a few odd boxes or
packages. It would be a great advan
tage in shipping if the growers at one
point could co-operate and send their
fruit not as small individual consign
ments, but as car tots. Commission
merchants are glad to come to the
growers and buy at the railroad if they
can buy from a company, society or
exchange, but they have not the time
to hunt up growers to buy small lots.
An association of growers can employ
an agent to keep in telegraphic touch
with market prices, while few individ
ual growers can. An association can
secure uniform grades of fruit and can
do a large business under a known
brand. Baskets and fertilizers can be
obtained by shipping associations at
wholesale prices. Cars, rates and con
cessions can be obtained from the rail
roads by an association that no single
individual could hope to receive.—
Maryland Experiment Station.
Poultry Talk.
Help the hens and chickens fight the
lice. It will give them a lot of com
fort.
Whole grain cannot be beaten for a
steady diet. Be careful not to overdo
the mash business.
Don’t get the mashes you feed too
thin. Ju st enough w ater or milk to
wet the feed is sufficient.
Bran will keep the bowels in good
order. Better feed th at than any of
the stimulants On the m arket—Farm
Journal.
Garden Lore.
Apply a little superphosphate of lime
to the late pea rows.
Burned garden refuse is an excellent
stimulant for tomatoes.
Allow no beans to go to seed where
green pods are expected.
Put a stake to seed onions where
there is any chance of the stems being
blown over.
Potato vines ought not to be allowed
to lie about on the ground after the
crop is dug.—Gardening.

Try Our Cofl'ees,
Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits

■ K l® «

and Confectionery.

Daniel H. Bartman,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Daily and Sunday Papers.

H igh-Grade

F E R T IL IZE R S
MR FARMER :
No use trying to make'farm
ing pay without first improving
the soil.
No use trying to improve the
soil with any but Animal

Bone Fertilizer. Poor soil
will make the farmer poor;
rich soil will make the farmer
rich.
NOW is the time to start
aright for better days, big crops
and more money, by using

Trinley High - Grade
Animal Bone Fertilizers.

S T E A M, F I T T E R S
■-HEAT F.F C C
C O C I E S E V i ULE

Give it a trial and be convinced.
If your dealer does not handle
it, write us giving his name and
we will see that you are sup
plied.

Write to-day.

JA C O B T R IN L E Y ,
L IN F IE L D , PA.

Steam Fitters’ Heater Co.
BraHCh Office :
Home Office and Worhs :
KOVEKÜFUK», FA.
COLLEGEVIL,LE, PA.
Bell ’Pitone Connections.

- FURNITURE SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN TOUR
HOUSEFURNISHING8 .
The first tiling to decide, is :
“Where will I purchase ?”

That fit the Feet
A T W E IT Z E N K O R N ’S.

Before making your choice. It will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

The footwear of to-day is fashioned^
for ease and comfort as well as fori
style, elegance, and wear.

The Coliegeiille Furniture Store

Our Shoes and Oxfords cover all
these points.

Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of

It is acknowledged by everybody that we
carry the largest stock and more stylish to
select from than any two of our competitors.

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

W e arin g Q ualities
a t Low Prices.

Ladies’ extra fine Sunday Shoes and
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
Oxfords, $1.25 and $1.50, in Vici Kid and
oleums.
Patent Colt Skin.
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00
Picture Frames made to order.
Shoes and Oxfords in Pottstown. All
.styles.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
’ Children’s fine Sunday Shoes- in Patent
, Repairing and upholstering attended to Leather and Vici Kid, 76c., $1.90, $1.25.
promptly.
Children’s Russet Shoes, all new styles,
$1.00 and $1.25.

Children’s Colt Skin Oxfords, 75c., SI-00
and $1.25.
■ v■- ■
Boys’ and Youths’ fine Sunday Shoes,
$1.25, $1.50 and $2.00, in all leathers.
Men’s Vici Kid and Colt Skin Shoes an
Oxfords, $2.00.
,
The largest assortment of Men’s, oja
and Little Boys’ Patent L eather
and Oxfords in town, in all new style .

IMPORTANT: We Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.

Old established and reliable ; on
the market for more than thirty
years.
More actual plant food for
the money than in any other.

ARE JUST THE THING FOR THIS PURPOSE. Absolutely do better
boiler made, either in square or round designs.
The cut shown here is the style of our latest designed WATER
BOILER. This boiler has proved to be an A -l Stearq as well as Water
Boiler.
Get a boiler that is made right here at home, and when you are ready
to have one put in write us or call at our plant and see them and be con
vinced that the FREED is the BEST.
We will measure your house, tell you how much radiation it re q u ire s ,,
what size boiler it will take, and make you out a set of complete specifica
tions for a first-class heating plant.
You can then have your steam fitter give you a price for furbishing ;
the plant and installing it according to our specifications, and be assumed
of a plant that will be entirely satisfactory.
Every boiler installed according to our specifications is positively
guaranteed to do the work, while all our boilers are guaranteed against
any defects in manufacture.
Write for catalogue showing our various designs.
We are also equipped to do any kind of casting and machine work.
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Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store.

■ FURNISHING

C O L L E G E V IL L E

Undertaker ** Emballer Marble and Granite Works,

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

H. L>. SAYLOR, Prop.

Jo h n L. B echtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’Phonb No. 18.

All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
anteed. Estimates furnished.

SubNeribe For The Independent.
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR.
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141 High St.

